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Summary 

The earlier performance problems are detected, the more efficient they can be solved. Perfor-

mance evaluations during the implementation phase of software projects cause overhead for 

developers. Unless performance evaluations are highly automated, they are not adopted in prac-

tice (Westermann 2012). This paper presents an approach to introduce performance awareness 

in Java Enterprise Edition (EE) integrated development environments (IDE) by providing au-

tomated model-based performance evaluations. The approach predicts the response time of Java 

EE component operations and provides feedback to the developer within the IDE. Response 

time predictions are performed based on the component implementation and the response time 

of required external services. The source code of the component to be evaluated is parsed and 

represented as an abstract syntactic structure. This structure is then converted into a perfor-

mance model representing the control flow of component operation operations, calls to required 

operations of external services, and user behavior. The response time of external calls is param-

eterized using monitoring data acquired by the Kieker framework from Java EE servers. De-

velopers are provided with immediate feedback in their IDE, if the estimated response time of 

a component operation exceeds a predefined threshold. 

Keywords: Performance Awareness, Performance Evaluation, Performance Modeling, Palla-

dio Component Model, Java Enterprise Edition, Component-based Software, Eclipse 
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1 Problem Description and Structure of the Thesis 

This chapter introduces the topic of this thesis by outlining the initial situation, the problem 

statement, and the motivation to solve the problem. The main goal and the research questions 

are stated to guide the research. The structure of the thesis provides the reader a comprehensive 

overview of the covered research areas. 

1.1 Initial Situation, Problem Statement, and Motivation 

Both in traditional and modern software engineering processes important phases are require-

ments engineering and software testing (Krcmar 2015, 64ff). With regard to requirements en-

terprise applications have to satisfy increasingly stringent Quality of Service (QoS) 

requirements, such as performance (Brosig et al. 2011, 183). Traditionally testing at the end of 

the implementation phase is used to evaluate if the defined requirements are fulfilled. Accord-

ing to Denaro et al. (2004, 94) most performance problems depend on decisions made in early 

stages in the software development process. From the cost controlling perspective the later a 

problem is discovered the more expensive it becomes to fix (Boehm 1988, 1466). On the other 

side Weiss et al. (2013, 411) refer to industrial studies and field reports which show that per-

formance has a positive correlation with revenue. Therefore preventing performance issues in 

the development phase is of interest. 

Software performance engineering (Smith/Williams 1993) addresses software performance by 

emphasizing on performance issues in the early stages of the software development process. 

Sharp/Ryan (2010, 65) state that quality and performance are crucial factors that should be 

evaluated in the implementation phase of a software component. As the performance of a com-

ponent also depends on its external environment, performance evaluations should be performed 

before a component-based system is actually build. They propose to use simulation techniques 

to evaluate a component’s architecture to improve its performance. Tůma (2014, 135) intro-

duced the term performance awareness as the ability to observe performance and to act on the 

observations. He argues that existing methods to support developers in raising performance 

awareness are limited and that there is a need for new tools and methods. 

One method to avoid performance issue, is to predict a system’s performance under different 

configurations and workloads (Brosig et al. 2011, 183). According to Chen et al. (2005, 1) the 

prediction of performance imposes a great challenge especially for component technologies, as 

the involved components may differ in infrastructure and implementation. In modern system 

architectures the complexity increases as services vary with regard to spatial, organizational, 

cultural, and technical dimensions (Brunnert et al. 2014, 177). Before rolled out to a production 

environment the performance of enterprise applications that reuse existing services needs to be 

evaluated in order to comply with existing service level agreements (SLA) (Vögele et al. 2014, 

5). 

Performance Models can be used for estimating the performance potentials of systems in de-

velopment. For defined workloads these models predict the performance and resource utiliza-

tion (Brosig et al. 2011, 183). Brosig et al. (2011, 183) differentiate between predictive 

performance models and descriptive architecture-level performance models. Martinec et al. 

(2014, 123) describe that performance models can be used during early stages of the software 
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development process to support design decisions. Furthermore during changes or maintenance 

activities the impact of multiple modification directions can be analyzed. Performance models 

can also be used during runtime to plan system adaptions or comparing design alternatives. 

Kounev (2005, 6), Brunnert et al. (2013, 74), Weiss et al. (2013, 411), and Brosig et al. (2011, 

183) point out that the manual creation of performance models is not efficient. Therefore several 

attempts were conducted to automate the performance model creation (Brosig et al. 2011; 

Brunnert et al. 2013; Brosig et al. 2009; Kappler et al. 2008). Different models were developed, 

whereas the Palladio Component Model (PCM) is described as the most mature one (Brosig et 

al. 2014, 4, 2011, 187). 

1.2 Main Goal of the Thesis, Research Questions and Methodology 

The main goal of this thesis is the development and evaluation of an approach to automatically 

analyze performance of newly developed components with respect to response time during the 

implementation phase. The results shall be provided to the developer in an efficient way. 

Research Question 1: Which approaches for raising performance awareness during the 

implementation phase of component-based software solutions exist in literature? 

To answer research question 1, a literature review will be performed. The goal is to gain an 

overview about existing approaches which emphasize on performance awareness. The literature 

review will be based on the proposed approach by Webster/Watson (2002, 15ff). The output 

will be an overview of existing concepts, e.g. a concept matrix. The ideas, knowledge, and the 

identified limitations (e.g. level of detail of the gained information) of these concepts will be 

used as an input for the next research question. 

Research Question 2: How can model-based predictions be integrated in the integrated 

development environment (IDE) to provide feedback to the developer during the code 

writing process? 

In order to answer research question 2, an approach will be developed to integrate automatic 

performance evaluations during the implementation phase of the software development process. 

The method to create this IT artifact will be based on the proposed methodology by Hevner et 

al. (2004, 75ff). This approach will be instantiated by developing a plugin for the Eclipse IDE. 

The meta-model will be the Palladio Component Model (PCM). For analysis and simulations 

the Palladio Bench will be used. The existing approach SoMoX (Becker et al. 2010) to auto-

matically extract relevant information to create PCMs will be used and adjusted if necessary. It 

is assumed that the plugin to be developed can extract the relevant performance information of 

an existing component-based system from a provided performance database. 

Research Question 3: How well does the developed approach perform in a controlled ex-

periment? 

The evaluation of the developed approach will be the answer to research question 3. (Hevner et 

al. 2004, 83) provide an overview of possible design evaluation methods. Peffers et al. (2012) 

provide an overview which evaluation methods are considered suitable for the different kinds 

of IT artifacts. Based on their classification the approach to be developed within this thesis can 
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be classified as a system instantiation and a framework. Based on their output, a technical ex-

periment (controlled experiment) and (illustrative) scenarios are the most frequently used eval-

uation methods for this kind of IT artifact. Within the research field performance awareness 

Horký et al. (2015) applied the same methodology for their IT artifact. Therefore a controlled 

experiment will be conducted to explore the validity of the provided results using an illustrative 

scenario. The SPECjEnterprise2010 (SPEC 2012) benchmark will be the system under test. 

Components of the benchmark will be selected as components under development. For these 

components analyses and simulations will be performed in the IDE. The results will be com-

pared against the actual measurements. The prediction errors will be evaluated and compared 

to existing approaches. 

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

The thesis is structured into seven chapters. The first chapter introduces the thesis by outlining 

the identified research gap and by formulating the research questions. The second chapter in-

troduces the concept of component-based software. Two software component models are pre-

sented in detail followed by the life cycle phases of component-based software. The third 

chapter presents the outcome of the literature review. Existing literature with regard to perfor-

mance awareness is identified and assigned to the life cycle phases. Chapter two and three de-

scribe the theoretical foundations for this thesis. Chapters four, five, and six describe the 

contribution of this thesis. Chapter four depicts the problem of performance awareness in the 

development phase and presents an approach on how to solve the problem in theory. Chapter 

five describes the practical application of the approach and its real implementation. Chapter six 

presents the outcome of the performed evaluation. Chapter seven reflects on the contribution 

and the limitations of the approach. Different potential enhancements are presented. The chap-

ter concludes with a summary. 
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Figure 1: Structure of the thesis 

Source: own representation 
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2 Component-based Software and Java Enterprise Edition 

This chapter introduces the area of component-based software. The most important terms are 

defined and two component models are presented. As a basis for the literature review the con-

cept of the component and system life cycle is described. 

2.1 Methodology 

This chapter aims at providing an overview to component-based software. For this purpose 

introductory scientific literature is considered. Hereby the book “Component Software: Beyond 

Object-Oriented Programming” by Szyperski (2002) is referenced by many authors (e.g. 

(Becker et al. 2009)). For the introductory chapters this book will be considered as the major 

source. Using the search terms “Component Based Software” in the ACM Digital library further 

introductory papers are identified. Those papers are cited additionally to underline the common 

agreement on statements in the scientific community. The theoretical background is applied to 

describe an exemplary component using the Java EE framework. 

2.2 Introduction to Component-based Software 

This chapter introduces the concept of component-based software and provides the relevant 

term definitions. 

2.2.1 Motivation behind Component-based Software 

Avison/Fitzgerald (2003) conducted an analysis of the different software development method-

ologies throughout the beginning of software development until their present in 2003. They 

identified that early systematic approaches led to many drawbacks (Avison/Fitzgerald 2003, 

79f). In order to circumvent these problems so called methodologies were developed. “A meth-

odology is a recommended collection of phases, procedures, rules, techniques, tools, documen-

tation, management, and training used to develop a system […]” (Avison/Fitzgerald 2003, 80). 

The authors identified three main motivations for adopting a methodology: better end products, 

a better development process, and a standardized process (Avison/Fitzgerald 2003, 80). 

One methodology to help achieve these goals is component-based software development 

(CBSD) (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 56). CBSD changes the original approach to software development 

in a revolutionary way, as it allows to create new software systems by combining existing com-

ponents from different sources into a common architecture (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 57). Systems are 

developed as a composite of components rather than a monolithic entity (Lau/Wang 2007, 709). 

This way software solutions can be built up faster and the reaction times decrease in case of 

change requests as only single components have to be upgraded rather than the whole solution 

(Szyperski 2002, 6). Each component itself is an autonomous product and through component 

assembly one single component can serve different software systems (Szyperski 2002, 6). Com-

ponents can scale greatly, as they are in nature reusable (Szyperski 2002, 17; Lau/Wang 2007, 

709), but in order the escape an organization’s boundary component standards must be created 

and adopted by a critical mass (Szyperski 2002, 27). In this case new systems can be built up 

at reduced production cost and shorter time to market (Lau/Wang 2007, 709; Sharp/Ryan 2010, 

57). As components are reused in different setups by different stakeholders deficiencies are 
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more likely to be identified and therefore the software quality increases overall (Meyer 2003, 

663). These are the major arguments why organizations tend to adopt CBSD (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 

57). 

2.2.2 Definitions 

This chapter defines the terms component and component model. 

2.2.2.1 Component 

Szyperski (2002) defines the term component in the following way: “A software component is 

a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies 

only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by 

third parties.” (Szyperski 2002, 41). The characteristic properties according to Szyperski (2002, 

36) of a component are: (1) it is a unit of independent deployment, (2) it is a unit of third-party 

composition, and (3) it has no externally observable state. Meyer (2003, 663) adds additional 

characteristics: (4) A component can be used by other software (clients), (5) it possesses a usage 

description (interface description) to describe its accessibility patterns, and (6) it is not tied to 

any fixed set of clients. Lau/Wang (2007, 709) add that (7) it should be possible to create mul-

tiple copies and instances of components, and (8) components should be composable into com-

posite components (subsystems), which in turn themselves should also be composable. 

Szyperski (2002, 210) summarizes the definitions of a component interface: An interface is a 

collection of named operations. Each operation consists of a defined signature and an optional 

return type. The signature of an operation defines the number, the types, and the passing modes 

of parameters. 

2.2.2.2 Component Model 

Lau/Wang (2007, 709) emphasize that a CBSD methodology relies on the underlying compo-

nent model. A component model defines components, describes their construction, composi-

tion, assembly, and deployment. The authors add that quality properties shall also be captured. 

Heineman/Councill (2001, 7) add that the component model provides an execution environment 

to support the execution of the components’ logic. Lau/Wang (2005) identify that existing pop-

ular component models adopt different component definitions as defined by Szyperski (2002, 

41). In the following chapters the CORBA component model and the component models in 

Java Enterprise Edition are described. 

2.2.3 CORBA Component Model 

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) was created by the Object Man-

agement Group (OMG) in its first released version 1.1 in 1991. The aim was to introduce a 

platform to integrate distributed object-oriented systems implemented in different languages 

running on different platforms. This is achieved through abstraction of the actual implementa-

tion into invocation interfaces, the object request broker (ORB), and a set of object adapters. 

Selection of the target method, as well as marshalling and unmarshalling are performed by the 

interfaces. The ORB locates the receiver object and transports the arguments. The interfaces 

are described with the OMG interface definition language (IDL). During the implementation 
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the developer uses an OMG IDL compiler to create stubs and skeletons. Stubs can be instanti-

ated and behave like local objects, but they forward the invocations through ORB to the real 

target object (Szyperski 2002, 231ff). Figure 2 provides a simplified overview of this process. 

 
Figure 2: Simplified structure of an ORB-based system 

Source: Szyperski (2002, 232) 

From its creation until its latest version 3.31 CORBA was extended by new functionalities, like 

for example dynamic invocation interfaces (DII), CORBAservices, or CORBAfacilities 

(Szyperski 2002, 233ff). 

Since CORBA 3, the CORBA component model (CCM) has been available. The portable object 

adapter (POA) mediates between the ORB and groups of actual object implementations. POA 

creates object references, which are called directly by the clients. A POA instance uses servants 

to handle incoming request. Servants are the implementations of CORBA objects. Figure 3 

illustrates the main components and their relations amongst each other. Using an IDL definition 

the developer creates a client-side stub, a server-side POA skeleton, and a server-side servant 

template. By implementing the template the developer creates the desired functionality 

(Szyperski 2002, 247f). 

                                                 

 

 
1 http://www.omg.org/spec/CORBA/, accessed on 11.04.2015 

http://www.omg.org/spec/CORBA/
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Figure 3: Generation of stub, POA skeleton, and servant template from given IDL 

specification 

Source: Szyperski (2002, 249) 

An assembly of CCM components forms a CCM application. Individual components contain 

an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document describing their contents. CCM assemblies 

contain a XML descriptor for the set of component packages and their deployment configura-

tions. A CCM component can consist of multiple segments, which are loaded at runtime of the 

application. Components are classified by categories which describe their behavior. CCM com-

ponents are characterized by features. Those features are ports, primary keys, attributes (and 

configuration), and home interfaces. Ports are classified into facets, receptacles, event sources, 

and event sinks. Primary keys identify instances. Attributes and configurations are named val-

ues. Home interfaces provide a factory functionality to create new instances (Szyperski 2002, 

248ff). Figure 4 illustrates these features. 
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Figure 4: CCM components with their many features and two styles of explicit connections 

Source: Szyperski (2002, 251) 

Component instances are placed inside a CCM container (refer to Figure 5). The container ex-

poses interfaces for communication purposes. Communication happens via POA, transactions, 

security, persistence, and notification services (Szyperski 2002, 252). 

 
Figure 5: CCM containers 

Source: Szyperski (2002, 252) 

2.2.4 Component Models in Java Enterprise Edition 

This chapter introduces the programming language Java and the component models provided 

by the Java Enterprise Edition. 
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2.2.4.1 Introduction to Java 

The first version of the Java programming language was release by Sun Microsystems in 1995. 

Since then Java evolved to one of the most important technologies for web based applications. 

A great benefit of Java is the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Java code is compiled into byte 

code, the byte code is executed by the JVM independent from its underlying platform or oper-

ating system. Java is provided in different editions2: Java Micro Edition (ME), Java Standard 

Edition (SE), and Java Enterprise Edition (EE) (Szyperski 2002, 261ff). Java defines five dif-

ferent component models: applets (Java SE), JavaBeans (Java SE), Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) 

(Java EE), servlets (Java EE), and application components (Java EE) (Oracle 2013). This master 

thesis focuses on server components, therefore in the following the JavaBeans and EJB com-

ponent models are described. 

2.2.4.2 JavaBeans 

The concept of JavaBeans was introduced by Sun in 1996 to form the first kind of Java com-

ponents. A JavaBean is a set of classes and resources. JavaBeans provides a protocol to handle 

containment and can be integrated into container environments defined outside of Java 

(Szyperski 2002, 261ff). The main aspects of JavaBeans are outlined in the following table. 

Aspect Description 
Events Beans Instances are potential sources or listeners of events. Assembly tools connect listerners 

to sources. 

Properties Beans Expose properties. Property changes can trigger events. Properties can be constrained. 

Introspection An assembly tool can inspect a bean and determine its properties, events, and methods. 

Customization An assembly tool can change the properties of beans. 

Persistence Saving and reloading of customized and connected bean instances. 

Table 1: The main aspects of the bean model 

Source: adapted from Szyperski (2002, 285) 

2.2.4.3 Enterprise Java Beans 

EJB focuses on container-integrated services supporting EJB beans. Those beans represent 

components that request and provide services. Java EE applications are packaged into EAR 

(Enterprise Archive) files that themselves contain WAR (Web Archive) and JAR (Java Ar-

chive) files. Deployment descriptors are used to communicate the component’s required ser-

vices and e.g. how the state of a component instance shall be mapped to a database table. EJB 

containers contextually compose deployed beans with services and resources. EJB containers 

are provided by the Java EE Application Server. The access to the beans functionality is strictly 

restricted by its interfaces. Remote clients will see interfaces implemented as stub objects to 

communicate with the container. The container relays calls to the bean instance (Szyperski 

2002, 308ff). The following figure illustrates the concept of EJB. 

                                                 

 

 
2 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/java/index.html, accessed on 11.04.2015. 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/articles/java/index.html
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Figure 6: Isolation of EJB beans in containers via EJB home and EJB object interfaces 

Source: Szyperski (2002, 311) 

The latest version of Enterprise JavaBeans 3.1 defines five kinds of EJB beans. Stateless ses-

sion, stateful session, singleton session, message-driven, and entity beans (Rubinger/Burke 

2010, 43ff). 

Stateless Session Beans 

Stateless session beans must not preserve any conversational information. They resemble tra-

ditional remote procedure calls. When calling a stateless session bean the underlying bean in-

stance might be swapped between requests. Stateless Session Beans have two states “Does not 

exist” and “Method-Ready Pool”. This pool holds instances of stateless sessions bean objects 

that are not in use (Rubinger/Burke 2010, 43ff). 

Stateful Session Beans 

Stateful session beans are built as a server-side extension of the client application and therefore 

each instance is dedicated to one client. Stateful session beans cannot be swapped among EJB 

objects and they cannot be kept in an instance pool. They do maintain conversational state with 

the client. The state itself is not persisted upon object removal. A stateful session bean can have 

three different states: “Does not exist”, “Method-Ready”, and “Passive”. In the “Method-

Ready” state the beans instance can service requests from its client. When a stateful session 

bean is not used for a defined amount of time the container can passivate the bean instance by 

preserving its conversational state. When it is required the bean can be reactivated by the con-

tainer (Rubinger/Burke 2010, 63ff). 

Singleton Session Beans 

Singleton session beans provide one single instance of a concrete EJB object for all clients. The 

instance’s conversational state is shared by all client requests. There exists no limitation with 

regard to the number of requests. In order to ensure thread safety locking or synchronization is 

necessary. The states of the singleton session beans are “Does not exist” and “Ready to serve 

service requests”. Once created the singleton instance is held in memory for the lifetime of the 

application (Rubinger/Burke 2010, 81ff). 
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Message-Driven Beans 

Message-driven beans (MDB) are asynchronous listeners. Messages are sent to a messaging 

system, rerouted to the EJB system, and finally transferred to a backing MDB instance. MDB 

process messages for a Java Message Service (JMS). JMS clients use JMS to send messages 

(producer) to the messaging system, the JMS provider (consumer). In EJB, beans of all types 

can use JMS to send messages. When a message is delivered successfully the client continues 

its work. It is the message router’s responsibility to ensure that the message reaches its destina-

tion. Therefore in this asynchronous setup senders are independent from their receivers. The 

states of a MDB are “Does not exists” and “Method-Ready Pool” (Rubinger/Burke 2010, 97ff). 

Entity Beans 

Entity beans represent real-world objects. This kind of bean describes both the behavior and its 

attributes. Entities are plain old Java objects (POJO) and represent data in a relational database. 

Therefore changes in an entity represent changes in the database. The entity manager service is 

responsible for executing the actual database commands against the database management sys-

tem (DBMS). Entity Beans enforce reusability as there is no more need to define SQL com-

mands in each Session Bean for the same logic. Using annotations in the Java class additional 

information can be provided on how to store the data. Additionally the persistence provider can 

receive further information using the “orm.xml” or the “persistence.xml” files (Rubinger/Burke 

2010, 125ff). 

2.2.4.4 Implementing Software Components with Enterprise Java Beans 

This chapter demonstrates the implementation of a component-based software system with Java 

EE components. The software system is the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark application. For 

a content oriented description of this system please refer to chapter 6.1.1. This chapter empha-

sizes on the technical aspects of how EJB beans are implemented. 
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Figure 7: Stateless Enterprise Java Bean "CustomerSession" 

Source: own representation 

Figure 7 illustrates the bean “CustomerSession”. Beans are implemented in an integrated de-

velopment environment (IDE), such as e.g. Eclipse (Lau/Wang 2005, 91). The class Custo-

merSession contains the actual implementation of the business logic. There exist 11 methods 

and one constructor. This class implements two interfaces. The “CustomerSessionLocal” inter-

face is used by the runtime environment to delegate internal calls to the bean. Internal means 

that both beans run in the same java virtual machine (JVM). The “CustomerSessionRemote” 

interface is able to receive method invocations from networked clients. The definitions of these 

two interfaces are identical. They both extend the interface “CustomerService” which describes 

nine methods. This is a SPECjEnterprise2010 specific design. EJB specific information can be 

captured either in deployment descriptors and/or via annotations in the Java code 

(Rubinger/Burke 2010, 45f). The CustomerSession bean uses annotations to describe its behav-

ior (refer to Figure 8). Here it becomes clear that the CustomerSession is a stateless session 

bean. 
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Figure 8: Description of EJB information using annotations 

Source: own description 

When the Java project is build a Java Archive (JAR) or Enterprise Archive (EAR) file is created. 

This package contains the sources and any descriptors of the bean. The package is deposited 

into an EJB container on a Java EE server. EJB containers provide the following functionalities: 

execution of the business logic, security handling, transaction management, Java Naming and 

Directory (JNDI) lookups, and remote connectivity (Lau/Wang 2007, 714). Once successfully 

deployed, the bean can be reused by other components. 

2.3 Component and System Life Cycle in CBSD 

Sharp/Ryan (2010) argue that until their published paper the domain of Component-Based Soft-

ware Development (CBSD) lacked a theoretical base. They synthesized the existing literature 

to create a framework of development phases. Their outcome is a development framework 

which distinguishes between component development and system development. In their opin-

ion CBSD assumes that components are mainly purchased externally, while systems are mainly 

built within organizations (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 61). 

The following figure illustrates their understanding of the development of component-based 

systems. In the following this framework will be explained to provide the reader an understand-

ing of each of the development phases. In later chapters a literature review will be conducted 

and this framework will be used to classify the identified literature. 
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Figure 9: Component-based system development framework 

Source: Sharp/Ryan (2010, 62) 
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2.3.1 Design Science Principles 

The theoretical foundations of the CBSD framework lay in the process of human problem-

solving by Simon (1977) and in the field of design science as described by Simon (1996) 

(Sharp/Ryan 2010, 58f). In the phase of evaluating designs concerns with the selection and 

application of appropriate evaluation theories to identify possible alternatives. The phase of 

formal logic of design refers to ‘how things should’ be using declarative logic. The next phase 

covers searching for alternatives and concerns the allocation of resources. In the phase of theory 

of structure and design organization the complex system is decomposed into small functional 

systems in order to reduce complexity. The last phase emphasizes on the different representa-

tions of design problems to clearly accentuate aspects of a design (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 57f). The 

authors state that these theoretical foundations inform the development process and should in-

form future research (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 59). 

2.3.2 Phases of Component Development 

This chapter summarizes the life cycle phases of the component development. 

2.3.2.1 Intelligence 

This phase covers the identification of problems and addressing them. The main activities are 

domain selection and analysis. The authors emphasize that manufactures have to determine the 

potentially available market for their component. They identified that currently available com-

ponents deal rather with technical challenges than with business functional areas. This leads to 

a gap between the business’s requirements and the components produced by manufacturers. To 

deal with this gap the authors propose the creation of a domain model to capture the business 

requirements. This model shall be used throughout the component and system development 

phases to ensure that the correct needs are addressed (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 63). 

2.3.2.2 Design 

This phase addresses the determination of the component architecture. Components possess an 

inner and an outer environment. The inner environment consists of its implementation, the outer 

environment are the offered and required interfaces. The authors emphasize that components 

themselves can be complex systems which can be clearly distinguished from object oriented 

definitions. During the design phase five architectural dimensions have to be considered: cou-

pling, cohesion, number of components, component size, and complexity. Next to these there 

also exist non-functional requirements (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 63f). 

2.3.2.3 Choice 

During the choice phase developers decide about the internal functionality and external inter-

faces based on the analysis of the previous phase. The authors propose to apply systematic 

frameworks (formal decision theory and/or statistical decision theory) to enhance the quality of 

choices made (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 64f). 
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2.3.2.4 Implementation 

Based on the choices made in the previous phase, the production of components is carried out 

using a particular programming language. Quality assurance in terms of unit testing is per-

formed. Developers have to ensure that the publicly exposed interfaces work correctly with the 

component’s implementation. The authors emphasize on quality and performance as very im-

portant non-functional requirements. They propose the usage of models to simulate interactions 

between the currently implemented component and the already available components this com-

ponent relies on to identify and anticipate any problems (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 65). 

2.3.3 Phases of System Development 

This chapter summarizes the life cycle phases of the system development. 

2.3.3.1 Intelligence 

The task of this phase during the system development is to capture the user’s requirements. The 

main challenges are correctness and completeness. Users shall hold an active role throughout 

the whole development process. Users and system developers shall work together to select the 

appropriate component given the users’ requirements. Hereby new requirements can be cap-

tured by analyzing the features of existing commercially available components. The goal of this 

phase is to achieve a clear understanding of the solution to be implemented (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 

66). 

2.3.3.2 Design 

In this phase the system’s and its subsystems’ architectures are designed using the appropriate 

component model. The authors identified in their literature review that a comprehensive com-

ponent model is still insufficient, e.g. as there are many different not compatible component 

models. Existing component models still not fulfill the component-based development promise. 

In practice there are shortcomings with regard to component reuse, composition mechanisms, 

and systematic application of components. Sharp/Ryan (2010) state that the success of the 

CBSD approach is positively correlated to the central focus on components and the robustness 

of component models (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 66f). 

2.3.3.3 Choice 

In this phase the appropriate components are selected to fulfill the requirements of the system 

to be build. The authors identified the following characteristics when selecting components: 

utility (relevance to the problem domain), capacity (sophistication of the functionality of a com-

ponent), and versatility (ease of integration). Further managerial goals should be mapped with 

technical features, such as cost effectiveness, ease of assembly, customization, reusability, and 

maintainability. The goal of this phase is to determine the most effective component design to 

deliver the greatest benefit. A great challenge arises when it comes to locate and retrieve ade-

quate components. Different strategies where developed to circumvent this problem. With a 

constantly growing number of components the effort for searching optimal components may 

become infeasible. Therefore the authors state that it becomes more important to find satisfac-

tory solutions instead of optimal solutions (Sharp/Ryan 2010, 67f). 
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2.3.3.4 Implementation 

In this phase of the system development the assembly of components is conducted by integrat-

ing the previously selected components. The process is iterative and it is divided into the sub 

processes selection, assembly, and testing. Subassemblies are constructed to form a hierarchical 

system. The challenge in this phase is to produce stable assemblies. The authors propose the 

utilization and the further improvement of existing metrics for assessing the quality of compo-

nents and component assemblies. Next to technical considerations also social and organiza-

tional challenges need to be addressed. CBSD affects people in organizations. One example is 

the shift from traditional programming activities to component assembly activities. This transi-

tion may impose challenges on existing organizations. The authors refer to studies, where indi-

vidual, group, and organizational behavior have an impact on success of applying CBSD 

(Sharp/Ryan 2010, 68f). 

2.4 Chapter Summary 

The intention of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the broader context of component-

based software. The thesis focuses on the performance awareness in Java EE development en-

vironments. As Java EE is a component model the chapter starts with the history of component-

based software and the most important definitions of the terms component and component 

model. The CORBA component model and the component models within Java EE are presented 

to illustrate different implementations of component-based software. The life cycle of compo-

nent-based software is illustrated to demonstrate that components themselves and component-

based systems undergo the same iterations but with different scopes. In the next chapter the 

outcome of the literature review is mapped to the life cycle steps of components and compo-

nent-based systems. 
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3 Existing Approaches to Performance Awareness during the 

Development of Component-based Software 

This chapter documents the outcome of the literature review. The theoretical foundations of the 

earlier chapter will be used to classify relevant literature. The classification is performed based 

on the criteria presented by Hevner et al. (2004, 86). 

3.1 Motivation and Methodology 

Evaluating the performance of software systems with respect to response time, resource utili-

zation, and throughput is a complex task. Performance tests are often conducted during late 

development phases. Continuous performance tests during the implementation phase impacts 

the productivity of developers (Westermann 2012, 1527). The concept of performance aware-

ness (Tůma 2014) addresses these challenges. Performance awareness is “[…] the ability to 

observe performance and to act on the observations” (Tůma 2014, 135). Tůma (2014) argues 

that performance awareness is relevant throughout the whole software development process. 

The competing goals performance and cost effectiveness must be balanced. He identified four 

performance awareness topics: mechanisms, expectations, developers, and applications. With 

regard to developers the author emphasizes the need of methods and tools to enhance the de-

veloper’s performance awareness (Tůma 2014, 135). 

In the context of enterprise applications obtaining performance insights becomes increasingly 

difficult due to their dynamics with respect to their architecture, governance and life cycles 

(Brunnert et al. 2014, 177). The complexity of architectures growths, the amount of responsi-

bilities increases, and components undergo different life cycle phases. Obtaining relevant per-

formance information from software systems becomes a complex task. In component-based 

software systems developers reuse other components to incorporate necessary functionalities. 

This reuse highly impacts the performance of their component (Koziolek 2010). 

The goal of this thesis is to implement an approach within the IDE Eclipse to provide a fully 

automated approach to performance awareness during the implementation phase of Java EE 

software components. This chapter will summarize the theoretical foundations identified in a 

literature review with respect to performance awareness throughout the development phases of 

software components. Webster/Watson (2002) provide a framework for conducting literature 

reviews, which will be applied for this thesis. The literature review was conducted between 

January 2015 and June 2015. The output of the literature review is a concept matrix which 

assigns each identified paper to one or more phases of the component development phase de-

scribed in the chapters before. In order to identify relevant papers the following list of search 

words in combinations was used to query the ACM Digital Library3 database: Component, Per-

formance, Awareness, Code, Implementation, Model, Analysis, Palladio, and Java. 

                                                 

 

 
3 http://dl.acm.org/, accessed on 10.01.2015. 

http://dl.acm.org/
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The search resulted in 583 documents. Literature is considered relevant for this literature review 

if they follow the performance awareness criteria (observe performance and act on observa-

tions) (Tůma 2014, 135) and if they relate to the domain of component-based software. Fur-

thermore only approaches are considered relevant, whose intent it is to directly support 

performance awareness throughout the component life cycle or system operation. The classifi-

cation into the different life cycle phases depends on the focus of the literature. The literature 

review resulted in 26 papers which are described in the following chapters. The analysis of the 

papers focuses on the questions: Which aspect of performance awareness is covered? Who is 

the intended recipient or decision maker? To which phase of the component life cycle can the 

paper be assigned to? Which evaluation method did the authors choose? 

3.2 Performance Awareness during the Intelligence Phase 

Vogel et al. (2013) argue that existing performance models are not an appropriate tool for cap-

turing performance requirements when capturing requirements with stakeholders who have lim-

ited software engineering background. They argue that Use Case Maps (UCM) are more 

suitable for these audiences. In their approach UCM2PCM they automatically transform UCM 

instances to PCM instances. The resulting PCM instance can be then used to perform perfor-

mance simulations. The intended addressees of this approach are software developers who cre-

ate and discuss UCM models and performance engineers who manually refine the resulting 

PCM instances. The authors evaluate their approach with three controlled experiments to vali-

date the accuracy of transformations. Compared to existing manually created PCM instances 

differences between -14.0% and 2.2% are reported. A survey with 7 participants to get an indi-

cation of the usability of the UCM2PCM approach was conducted. The participants report that 

they could achieve results within two hours, they doubt that for complex systems this method 

might is feasible. With this approach it is possible to increase performance awareness during 

the software development process where no code artifacts are yet available (Vogel et al. 2013, 

101-112). 

3.3 Performance Awareness during the Design Phase 

This chapter summarizes the identified publications referring to performance awareness during 

the design phase of the CBSD life cycle. 

3.3.1 Prediction  of Software Performance by extending the Object 

Constraint Language 

Johnson et al. (2014) developed a software model to allow predictions of non-functional re-

quirements of an envisioned system during the design phase. Among those requirements they 

also emphasize on software performance. They implemented a tool named Predictive, Proba-

bilistic Architecture Modeling Framework (P2AMF). It is based on the Object Constraint Lan-

guage (OCL) and extends it by a probabilistic inference mechanism. P2AMF is an approach to 

model systems which can be expressed with object oriented attributes (e.g. Classes, Attributes, 

and Objects). Its purpose is to support architecture analysis and to provide decision support. 

One important feature is the ability to model structural uncertainty using random variables. The 

authors evaluate their approach using a motivating scenario in the area of cloud computing and 

SLAs. They also reference other evaluations in the area of service availability, interoperability, 
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cyber security, and organizational changes in enterprises. The tool is implemented in Java using 

Eclipse as a platform (Johnson et al. 2014, 595-622). 

3.3.2 Family-Based Performance Management 

Siegmund et al. (2013) developed the approach of family-based performance measurements to 

support the feature selection process to ensure an optimal performance. It increases the effi-

ciency of finding the appropriate features by reducing the amount of variants to be evaluated. 

This is realized by introducing a variant simulator to subsume individual behaviors of all pro-

gram variants. The user provides a benchmark, the simulator is executed, the method execution 

times are logged, and a call graph is created. In the last phase the call graph is analyzed to 

identify feature interactions resulting in aggregations to create a performance model. The au-

thors evaluate their approach with a controlled experiment. The authors report that the error rate 

is on average 1.7%. In terms of performance awareness this approach enables the architect to 

compare different feature combinations and to select those combinations which fulfill the per-

formance requirements (Siegmund et al. 2013, 95-104). 

3.3.3 Lightweight Analysis of Software Design Models with UML 

In their approach Motta et al. (2013) explore the possibility to derive performance information 

from stages in the software development process where developers create sketches to define the 

components’ architectures. They focus on UML activity diagrams which are extended with pre-

defined inputs relevant for the performance analysis focusing on minimal additional efforts by 

the designer. After the performance analysis the results are directly presented within the activity 

diagram. The authors evaluate their approach with a motivating scenario. In their approach in-

creased performance awareness is achieved by displaying potential bottlenecks within the ac-

tivity diagram, which leads to a redesign of components (Motta et al. 2013, 18-23). 

3.3.4 Design-Level Performance Prediction of Component-based Applications 

Liu et al. (2005) present an approach which supports the software architect in the decision pro-

cess based on performance criteria. The architect needs to provide an application-independent 

performance profile of the component container and underlying operating system and hardware, 

and a design description of the application. The process of deriving the decision information is 

carried out manually. The result is a performance model which can be parameterized with actual 

values to derive numerical values. The authors evaluate their approach with a controlled exper-

iment (Liu/Gorton 2005, 1-16). 

3.3.5 Performance Prediction of Component-based Applications Based on 

Benchmarking 

Chen et al. (2005) aim at supporting the software architect in predicting the performance of a 

component-based software before it has been built. They propose an empirical approach to de-

termine performance characteristics based on benchmarking and profiling to avoid inefficient 

constructions of prototypes. Based on the benchmark application a cost model for the perfor-

mance is derived. The authors evaluate their approach with a controlled experiment. Further 

they motivate the usage of the cost model with motivating scenarios: prediction of the optimal 
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concurrency, prediction of the client response time, and estimation of the client workload (Chen 

et al. 2005, 35-43). 

3.4 Performance Awareness during the Choice Phase 

This chapter summarizes the identified publications referring to performance awareness during 

the choice phase of the CBSD life cycle. 

3.4.1 Antipattern-Based  Model  Refactoring  for  Software Performance Improvement 

Arcelli et al. (2012) introduce an approach to support software developers in identifying and 

resolving performance problems based on performance antipatterns. The process starts with a 

refactoring-based annotation step to enrich the identified antipatterns with contextual infor-

mation. A source role model (SRM) describes the identified antipattern and a target role model 

(TRM) describes the corresponding solution. Iteratively SRMs are replaced with TRMs to fix 

the identified performance issues. The authors report that the SRM-TRM replacement is a man-

ual task, as the implementation of the solution cannot be fully automated. The underlying con-

cept is the Role-Based Modeling Language (RBML) which was modified to support the 

definition of SRMs and TRMs. The authors evaluate their approach with a controlled experi-

ment (Arcelli et al. 2012, 33-42). 

Trubiani/Koziolek (2011) report a similar approach utilizing PCM. They focus on the automa-

tion of the refactoring step. The output of this step are architectural alternatives to identified 

antipatterns. The authors report though that solutions to some performance antipatterns cannot 

be fully automated, as components are considered black-boxes in their approach, where the 

internal structure of components is not reflected. The authors evaluate their approach using a 

controlled experiment (Trubiani/Koziolek 2011, 19-30). 

3.4.2 A Process for Resolving Performance Trade-Offs in Component-based 

Architectures 

Bondarev et al. (2006) describe, how software architects can be supported during the phase of 

carrying out decisions about the future architecture of a component-based system. The chal-

lenge is to balance multiple Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. The authors present the 

design space exploration (DSE) process to support the architect in finding the optimal design 

solution against multiple criteria. The architect first selects the necessary components to fulfill 

the functional requirements. Then the hardware architecture is specified and the software is 

mapped to the hardware nodes. The authors describe the scenario simulation method to synthe-

size and execute simulations. Therefore the author has to create a resource model, a behavior 

model, a performance model, and a scenario model, which are synthesized in a tool in order to 

generate tasks running in the system. The output of these models is a task execution architecture 

used for the simulation step. After the simulation the quality attributes can be extracted (e.g. 

throughput, latency, resource consumption, robustness). Using Multi-Objective Pareto Analysis 

multiple quality attributes are calculated for alternative architectures. The system architect can 

choose among the architectures. The authors evaluate their approach with a controlled experi-

ment (Bondarev et al. 2006, 254-269). 
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3.5 Performance Awareness during the Implementation Phase 

This chapter summarizes the identified publications referring to performance awareness during 

the implementation phase of the CBSD life cycle. 

3.5.1 Performance Unit Tests to Increase Performance Awareness 

Horký et al. (2015) leverage the concept of Stochastic Performance Logic (SPL) (Bulej et al. 

2012b) to increase the developer’s performance awareness. SPL uses statistical hypothesis tests 

to evaluate performance assumptions (Bulej et al. 2012b). The authors motivate that develop-

ers’ decisions impact the future performance of a component significantly. Developers only 

receive performance feedback when the component’s performance is obviously insufficient. In 

their approach the developer selects the interface and the workload of interest and their tool 

generates the performance documentation automatically. The intended recipient of the perfor-

mance evaluation is the developer himself. A workload generation engine performs the meas-

urements and presents the results. The authors evaluate their approach using motivating 

scenarios, controlled experiments, and a developer awareness study. The motivating scenarios 

and the controlled experiments clearly illustrate performance improvement potentials in exist-

ing implementations. During the developer awareness study with volunteer students the authors 

revealed that the motivation of the programmers with regard to performance awareness is im-

portant. Their tool provides insights into existing performance but it is still the programmer’s 

choice on how to react on those observations (Horký et al. 2015, 289ff). 

3.5.2 Performance-aware Engineering of Autonomic Component Ensembles 

Bureš et al. (2014) apply the concept of performance awareness to the area of autonomic com-

ponent ensembles (ACE). “ACEs provide a way of describing dynamic goal-oriented groups of 

otherwise autonomic components, which combine well the autonomic and cooperative behav-

ior” (Bureš et al. 2014, 131). The authors argue that existing approaches to assess performance 

do not integrate well within the development process. The intended addressees are designers 

and developers. In their component model DEECO (Bureš et al. 2013) components know about 

their current status and assume states of other components, which is continuously updated. 

Components can create ensembles. Within ensembles components communicate using 

knowledge exchange functions. Performance awareness within ACEs is achieved through for-

mulating performance goals. High-level goals break down into granular goals. Developers rea-

sonably assume about the lower performance properties which contribute to the goals. As 

assumptions can be erroneous a tracking between the design and the execution phase needs to 

be established to monitor and reflect on possible violations. The authors describe the Ensemble-

Development Lifecycle (EDLC) as an iterative two-phase approach. The phases are connected 

through a deployment and a feedback process. The feedback process provides performance in-

formation to the first phase. The authors refer to two aspects of performance: 1) the performance 

collection covers isolated measurements of performance figures and 2) the knowledge exchange 

among the individual components. For the EDLC the authors formulate activities for design 

time and runtime. The design time activities are supported with the SPL approach. The runtime 

activities are supported by the DiSL framework (Marek et al. 2012). The measurements pro-

vided by DiSL can be directly consumed by a SPL backend and submitted to the developer in 
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case of performance violations. The authors envision that the feedback shall directly appear in 

the IDE of the developer (Bureš et al. 2014, 131-146). 

3.5.3 Performance Regression Unit Testing 

Horký et al. (2013) leverage the concept of SPL for performance regression unit testing. They 

state that performance requirements can be expressed in terms of absolute time limits but these 

time limits are hard to quantify. Furthermore absolute time limits are not portable across differ-

ent deployment scenarios. Therefore they propose to express performance requirements of a 

particular method relative to existing, similar methods with well-known performance. The chal-

lenge is to define the appropriate baseline method. In case earlier versions of the method under 

development exists these earlier versions can be used as baseline. In case no earlier versions 

exists reasonable choices of other methods performing comparable tasks can be taken into con-

sideration. As an input this approach needs the baseline method, a description of a load gener-

ator and the formula representing the relative performance behavior towards the baseline 

method. This information is provided as an annotation to a method in the Java code. The results 

of the tests are represented in a results browser realized as a plugin in the IDE Eclipse. The 

authors evaluate their approach with a case study. By analyzing existing projects including their 

versions they capture all version commits which reflect performance improvements along with 

the developers’ assumptions. Those assumptions are translated into SPL formulas and the two 

version are compared with each other revealing that not all intended performance improvements 

actually resulted in those. The authors argue that performance awareness among developers can 

be increased, when they have the possibility to confront their assumptions with measurements 

with small efforts (Horký et al. 2013, 149-163). 

3.5.4 Utilization of a Performance Predictor during the Development Phase 

Costa et al. (2014b) report on their experiences by incorporating a software for performance 

prediction into the software development process. The performance predictor (Costa et al. 

2014a) is applicable for single systems as well as distributed systems and is implemented in the 

Java programming language. The predictor requires as input the characteristics of the system 

components, the storage system configuration, and a workload description. A simulation engine 

computes the performance of the system. Developers actually instantiate and also run the sys-

tem in order to compare the simulation results and the actual results. If the results deviate too 

much the developer improves its code and repeats the process. The granularity is limited to 

single modules and main operations. The evaluation is based on a controlled experiment. For 

each of the presented cases performance improvements could be realized. The problems faced 

during the application of the predictor refer to the overhead of the benchmark execution, manual 

configuration errors, and mismatches between the model and the real system. The authors dis-

cuss that the overall performance of the system can be increased significantly by incorporating 

a performance predictor into the development process. The authors distinguish between two 

classes of challenges by applying this approach. The first class refers to having accurate pre-

dictions. The main challenge is to determine the baseline of the performance goal. The authors 

address this problem by benchmarking. The second class refers to the acceptance of the perfor-

mance predictor during the development process. Throughout the time the acceptance increased 

as the value added of the tool was recognized (Costa et al. 2014b, 13-19). 
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3.5.5 Performance Awareness in Java EE Development Environments 

This thesis builds on the idea of performance awareness during the implementation phase pre-

sented by Danciu et al. (2014). This approach focuses on the Java language and component-

based software development. Performance in their approach is currently limited to response 

time. During the coding process developers shall be enabled to run performance predictions 

based on the current state of their component. Avoiding violations of SLAs and exploration of 

the component behavior under varying workloads are the motivations behind this approach. 

The granularity of reporting response times are single methods within Java classes. Knowledge 

about existing components and their execution times is captured within a database. During the 

performance prediction process this knowledge is automatically reflected. PCM is the intended 

performance meta-model. The PCM instance is generated automatically. Koziolek (2010) iden-

tified the major factors influencing performance of reusable software components: component 

implementation, required services, deployment platform, usage profile, and resource conten-

tion. In their intended approach the authors focus on the component implementation, the re-

quired services and the usage profile. The output of the software are notifications in the code 

editor of the Java IDE. Developers can define thresholds to define under which circumstances 

a warning or error notification shall be displayed. The authors suggest two different types of 

performance predictions methods: analytical predictions for fast calculations triggered during 

each save operation and predictions based on simulations triggered explicitly by the developer 

(Danciu et al. 2014, 152-159). 

3.5.6 Performance Evaluation Based on Tailored Benchmark Applications 

Weiss et al. (2013) implemented an approach based on performance regression testing and per-

formance prediction function construction to enhance developer performance awareness with 

the focus on the persistence layer of multi-tiered applications. When making a decision between 

design alternatives developers create tailored benchmark applications that test the alternatives 

on a test environment. In order to minimize these manual efforts the authors adapt the concept 

of Servlets and Servlet containers. Their approach uses so called Measurelets which are exe-

cuted by a Measurelet Container. Developers can focus on the definition of Measurelets and a 

parametrizable benchmark framework is used to automatically create, run, and analyze Meas-

urelets. This concept allows a lean approach to performance testing in the development phase 

enabling the developer to focus on performance regression testing, comparing performance 

characteristics of different platforms, or comparing design alternatives. Their approach inte-

grates into the Eclipse IDE and they defined two usage types: 1) continuous tracking of the 

performance enhances the developers’ performance awareness during coding activities and 2) 

decision support with regard to performance of different design alternatives. Two different 

sources of performance figures are available. For the measurement-based feedback a bench-

mark application is automatically constructed, executed, and the results a presented to the de-

veloper. Prediction-based feedback is based on performance prediction models incorporated in 

the Software Performance Cockpit (SoPeCo) (Westermann et al. 2010). Functional relation-

ships are derived by varying the parameters and deriving a functional relationship between 

those and the performance metrics (Weiss et al. 2013, 411-420). 
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3.5.7 Success factors for enhancing developer performance awareness 

Westermann (2012) emphasizes on the importance of performance awareness of developers. 

He reports on his experiences that acceptance of the overhead to conduct performance tests on 

a regular basis is low. He therefore formulates the research question: “How can we simplify the 

performance evaluation process in the development phase of a software product and increase 

the performance awareness of software developers?” (Westermann 2012, 1527). He formulates 

seven research goals (Simplicity, Goal Orientation, Dependability, Adaptability, Accuracy, 

General Applicability, and Efficiency) which need to be achieved to increase the developer 

acceptance toward performance awareness. The author describes the existing framework 

SoPeCo (Westermann et al. 2010) which aims at fulfilling those goals. Current evaluations re-

veal relative prediction errors of 20% based on a sample size of 10% of existing measurements. 

Evaluations in terms of experiments and questionnaires are planned (Westermann 2012, 1527-

1530). 

3.5.8 Automated Root Cause Isolation of Performance Regressions during Software 

Development 

Heger et al. (2013) developed an approach to automatically detect performance regressions 

during the implementation phase of software components, called performance regression root 

cause analysis (PRCA). They argue that existing approaches are not efficient in identifying the 

root causes for decreasing performance. PRCA assumes the existence of a version control sys-

tem and unit tests to instrument the code. Throughout the time PRCA fetches the version infor-

mation, executes the unit tests and compares the runtime with previous executions to identify 

performance regressions (significant increase of the response time). The output is a visualiza-

tion in form of a call tree, where methods are highlighted which are suspected to cause the 

performance problem. The authors evaluate their approach with multiple controlled experi-

ments revealing limitations that relying only on functional unit tests imposes no additional over-

head to the software developers but also limits the possibility to discover all potential 

performance regressions (Heger et al. 2013, 27-38). 

3.5.9 Performance Anomaly Detection and Analysis during DBMS Development 

Donghun et al. (2012) present a framework to detect performance anomalies along with their 

root causes automatically. Performance problems are often detected at the end of the develop-

ment cycle but the root causes often lay at the implementation phase at the beginning of the 

cycle. The higher the timely gap between those phases the higher the cost to identify and fix 

the issues become. The underlying concept of their approach is Statistical Process Control 

(SPC). The performance anomaly management process is integrated in the development life 

cycle. Automatic, pre-defined performance tests based on key metrics are executed after each 

software build. Anomalies are defined discrepancies in the collected metrics between a previous 

stable build and the current build of a software. In case a performance anomaly is detected a 

workflow is initialized to resolve the issue. The suspicious code along with the responsible 

developer is identified and the developer is in charge to solve the performance issue. The au-

thors performed a case study to evaluate their approach. They integrated their framework into 

the regular development process of a software company describing the effectiveness of their 

approach (Donghun et al. 2012, 1345-1360). 
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3.6 Performance Awareness during System Operation 

This chapter summarizes the identified publications referring to performance awareness during 

the system operation phase. 

3.6.1 Detection of Performance Anti-Patterns 

Wert et al. (2014) developed an approach to identify communication performance anti-patterns 

(CPAs) in already implemented component-based systems. A CPA describes “[…] improper, 

recurrent design or implementation decisions which impair the performance of the correspond-

ing software system through inefficient communication patterns between individual compo-

nents” (Wert et al. 2014, 3). In their approach the authors automatically detect and classify 

performance problems by applying heuristics for the detection of CPAs. CPAs exhibit similar 

performance symptoms and can therefore be captured using automated approaches. For each 

heuristic a set of building blocks has to be provided: load description, instrumentation descrip-

tion, and detection analysis. The output of their analysis is a matrix which indicates whether a 

CPA was detected. Based on this outcome performance improvements can be conducted. The 

authors perform a controlled experiment to evaluate their approach using different scenarios, 

whereas each scenario reflects one CPA and at the end one scenario reflects the combined 

CPAs. In the isolated scenarios their approach performed well. In the combined scenarios the 

authors identified that symptoms of existing CPAs influence the capability of the approach to 

identify other CPAs. In order to resolve this issue the resolution of performance problems needs 

an iterative approach (Wert et al. 2014, 3ff). 

In their previous work Wert et al. (2013) and Wert (2013) developed the approach performance 

problem diagnostics (PDD), which focuses on broader causes of performance problems. The 

underlying idea between PDD and identification of CPAs is the same: based on existing anti-

pattern knowledge a performance problem hierarchy is created. Then performances symptoms 

are analyzed by traversing the hierarchy and applying a detection strategy. In case a perfor-

mance problem is identified it is reported and can therefore be resolved. They evaluate their 

approach within a controlled experiment. The evaluation reveals that the detection strategies 

perform well for real application scenarios. Based on the revealed performance issues the au-

thors could implement performance improvements which lead to an increased performance of 

the overall system (Wert et al. 2013, 552-561). 

Trubiani et al. (2014) developed an approach to support software architects in identifying per-

formance anti-patterns are predefined descriptions of performance problems and their resolu-

tions. This information is used to a) identify and b) to automatically propose the accompanying 

resolution upon identification of a problem. As a multitude of performance anti-patterns might 

be discovered, they also introduced a ranking mechanism which sorts the discovered problems 

according to their impact on the performance. The authors defined a set of 12 anti-patterns and 

classified them according to the criteria “detectable” and “solvable”. Detectable and solvable 

are those anti-patterns which can be reflected in the Palladio Component Model (PCM). It is 

assumed that the PCM instance is available to apply their approach. The authors conducted a 

controlled experiment with an exemplary reporting system and case studies with three real sce-

narios. They state that based on the identified and resolved problems performance improve-

ments up to 77% could be achieved (Trubiani et al. 2014, 141ff). 
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Parsons (2005) describes a methodology to collect performance data from a running applica-

tion. The author argues that at the time of writing the paper existing performance tools were not 

suitable to support developers and performance engineers. He points out that tools shall be 

available to support developers in their decisions, to identify poor decisions, and to suggest 

alternatives. The author focuses on performance design and deployment antipatterns and em-

phasizes on the need to actively integrate developers in the solving process to prevent bad 

choices in the future and to increase performance awareness. The system presents the results as 

UML diagrams. As the system was still under development therefore no evaluation was con-

ducted but the author reports on planned criteria for the evaluation: focus on relevant infor-

mation, accuracy of the tool, extensibility with regard to antipatterns, and performance of the 

tool (Parsons 2005, 1-5). 

3.6.2 Capacity Planning during System Runtime 

Mitchell/Sweeney (2013) present an approach to discover performance problems during the 

execution of a system in the context of capacity planning. They report that the overall perfor-

mance can be greatly improved by applying punctual changes in the system. As an input their 

solution consumes available data (snapshots of thread states and information about the capacity 

of resources) from application runs. Tuning actions can be proposed by human interactions to 

explore alternatives or by the solution itself. The authors introduce the Marbles Model to rep-

resent units of demand. Demands are relationships between thread samples and resources. Mar-

bles inform about the Work Unit in progress, a fractional share to represent the portion of the 

call stack it represents, and the resource mapped to its demands. The authors’ solution contains 

an automatic capacity planner, which enables exploring different design alternatives and sup-

ports the system architect in tuning the performance of the system (Mitchell/Sweeney 2013, 

849-866). 

3.6.3 Decision Support via Automated Metric Comparison for the Palladio-based 

Performance Blame Analysis 

Brüseke et al. (2011) describe an approach to support software architects in automatically iden-

tifying components which do not fulfill their contractually agreed performance requirements. 

The output of their tool is a blame graph which highlights components causing performance 

problems and a performance report with detailed information to increase performance aware-

ness. The intended recipient of the information is the software architect. This information ena-

bles the software architect to undertake countermeasures. The authors perform a controlled 

experiment for their evaluation (Brüseke et al. 2011, 25-32). 

3.6.4 Performance Awareness in Component Systems 

In their vision paper Bulej et al. (2012a) leverage the concept of SPL for the scenario of runtime 

performance awareness especially for cloud computing scenarios with dynamic allocation of 

resources. The authors describe an envisioned performance awareness framework to support 

runtime performance awareness. Runtime instrumentation is necessary to collect performance 

data. Generators and sizers provide the test data, while during runtime the actually running 

application can provide this data. Modular performance data sources are used to define appli-

cation specific performance data metrics. Architecture-level adaption (e.g. adding or removing 
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nodes) is the ability of the system to react based on the observed performance. For the evalua-

tion the authors present different scenarios in the dynamic cloud computing area and describe 

how the SPL methodology can be enhanced to support these scenarios (Bulej et al. 2012a, 514-

519). 

3.6.5 Autonomic SLA-Driven Provisioning for Cloud Applications 

Bonvin et al. (2011) describe the concept of cost-effective autonomic resource allocation in 

dynamic cloud computing scenarios. A distributed cloud application system is responsible for 

the observation and management of the components. The goal is to satisfy all SLAs in a cost-

effective way. The consumption of resources is monitored on a regular basis. Based on the 

service demand, the renting cost and the maintenance of high availability upon failures the 

server agent decides whether to scale the provided resources to a component up or down. The 

authors evaluate their approach with a controlled experiment (Bonvin et al. 2011, 434-443). 

3.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides the answer to the following research question: 

Research Question 1: Which approaches for raising the performance awareness during 

the implementation phase of component based software solutions exist in literature? 

The following concept matrix (Table 2) assigns the identified literature into the four phases of 

component life cycle and to the phase of system operation. Furthermore is outlines the evalua-

tion methods used by the authors. 
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Component Intelligence: Identification of problems that need to be addressed 

Author(s) and Year Evaluation method(s) 
Vogel et al. (2013) Controlled experiment 

Component Design: Inverting, developing, and analyzing possible courses of action 

Author(s) and Year Evaluation method(s) 
Johnson et al. (2014) 

Siegmund et al. (2013) 

Motta et al. (2013) 

Liu et al. (2005) 

Chen et al. (2005) 

Motivating scenario 

Controlled experiment 

Motivating scenario 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Component Choice: Selecting a particular course of action from those available 

Author(s) and Year Evaluation method(s) 
Arcelli et al. (2012) 

Trubiani/Koziolek (2011) 

Bondarev et al. (2006) 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Component Implementation: The task of carrying out decisions 

Author(s) and Year Evaluation method(s) 
Horký et al. (2015) 

Bureš et al. (2014) 

Horký et al. (2013) 

Costa et al. (2014b) 

Danciu et al. (2014) 

Weiss et al. (2013) 

Westermann (2012) 

Donghun et al. (2012) 

Motivating scenarios, controlled experiment 

Motivating scenario 

Case study 

Controlled experiment 

None 

Controlled experiment 

None 

Case study 

System operation: Interaction of components in a system 

Author(s) and Year Evaluation method(s) 
Wert et al. (2014) 

Wert et al. (2013) 

Wert (2013) 

Trubiani et al. (2014) 

Parsons (2005) 

Mitchell/Sweeney (2013) 

Brüseke et al. (2011) 

Bulej et al. (2012b) 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

None 

Controlled experiment 

Controlled experiment 

Motivating scenario 

Table 2: Performance awareness during the lifecycle of software components 

Source: adapted from Sharp/Ryan (2010, 70) 

The majority of papers focus on the phases ‘Implementation’ and ‘System operation’. The pre-

ferred evaluation method is the ‘controlled experiment’ (16 times). Motivating scenarios were 

used five times, case studies two times. Papers reporting work in progress did not present an 

evaluation (three times). The literature review reveals that especially in the very early phases 

of the development process performance awareness can be improved. Many of the approaches 

require manual tasks. In the last few years automation becomes more popular but still manual 

steps are required. The literature review reveals that there exist no fully automated approaches 

to enhance performance awareness for developers. The approach described in the further chap-

ters proposes a solution to this problem. 
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4 Performance Awareness in the Development Phase Based on 

Information of Components during the Development Phase 

and Components during Runtime 

Parts of this chapter were submitted (May, 26th 2015) and accepted (June, 26th 2015) in the 

paper “Performance Awareness in Java EE Development Environments” (Danciu et al. 2015) 

for the EPEW (European Performance Engineering Workshop). 

This chapter describes how the concepts of model-driven and measurement-based performance 

analysis are integrated in an approach to raise performance awareness during the development 

phase of component-based software. 

4.1 Integration of Model-driven and Measurement-based Performance 

Analysis 

Woodside et al. (2007) report about the need of the convergence of measurement and modeling 

approaches. Westermann et al. (2011) describe an approach on how to achieve this goal (see 

Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10: Overview of integrating model-driven and measurement-based performance 

analysis 

Source: Westermann et al. (2011, 328) 

Their approach distinguishes between two different sources of performance information for 

performance predictions. Model-driven performance engineering is used to describe compo-

nents under development. Software architects are in charge for creating the system model along 

with the components which are already running. Measurement-based analysis is used to derive 

a statistical model implemented in performance curves. Their work primarily focuses on the 
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measurement-based approach. Wert et al. (2012) describe how the performance curves concept 

is integrated into PCM. Tertilt (2014) improved this approach to allow a formula-based repre-

sentation of performance curves. 

4.2 Manual Steps for Performance Awareness in Java EE Development 

Environments 

This work focuses on the role of the developer. For gathering insights on the performance of 

components before these can be deployed, developers would have to investigate the implemen-

tation, required services and the usage profile. The steps and tools required for developers to 

investigate the performance manually is shown in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: Manual developer steps to evaluate the performance of current code 

Source: Danciu et al. (2015) 

In a first step, the developer employs the IDE to extract the control flow of a component and 

identifies external calls from the source code. For each external call, the developer gathers and 

aggregates monitoring values. By employing a performance modeling tool, the developer the 

knowledge about the control flow and the performance metrics for external calls to a perfor-

mance model. This model enables the developer to run performance evaluations. (Danciu et al. 

2015). 

4.3 Automated Approaches for Performance Model Derivation 

This approach is based on existing research in the area of automated creation of performance 

models. The performance meta-model for this thesis is the Palladio Component Model (PCM). 

Chapter 4.3.1 describes existing efforts for PCM instance creation based on code analysis. 

Chapter 4.3.2.3 provides an overview of approaches to derive performance information from a 

running component-based system. 

4.3.1 The Palladio Component Model (PCM) 

The Palladio Component Model (PCM) will be considered as the target performance model for 

this approach. The following figure (Figure 12) provides an overview of the roles and sub mod-

els. 
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Figure 12: Roles and sub models of the Palladio Component Model 

Source: Adapted from Becker et al. (2009, 4) 

Component Specifications 

The role “Component Developer” is in charge for creating components. Components optionally 

provide and require interfaces. Interfaces contain method signatures. Within one component the 

control flow is represented by Resource Demanding Service Effect Specifications (RDSEFF). 

One Repository Model hosts multiple components (Becker et al. 2009, 4ff). 

Assembly Model 

The role “Software Architect” combines multiple components into assemblies. Assemblies are 

embedded into a system. A system defines boundaries and has interfaces to its environment. 

Those interfaces are required and provided interfaces. Within the system the assemblies are 

embedded in assembly contexts. Assembly contexts are connected either to the system’s exter-

nal interfaces or among each other (Becker et al. 2009, 7f). Using the system’s required inter-

faces the performance curve approach is integrated (Wert et al. 2012). 

Allocation Model 

“System Deployers” model the resource environment and allocate resources with the system’s 

assembly contexts. Resource containers model resources, such as e.g. CPU (Central Processing 

Unit), HDDs (Hard Disk Drive) or RAM (Random Access Memory) (Becker et al. 2009, 8f). 

Usage Model 

“Domain Experts” specify the system’s usage. They model the workload, the user behavior, 

and parameters (Becker et al. 2009, 9f). 
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The goal of the approach presented in this thesis is to create all these PCM sub-models auto-

matically. Therefore in the next chapter existing automatic approaches for PCM generation are 

described and based on the maturity and the available features one approach will be selected 

for the prototypical implementation. 

4.3.2 Automatic Derivation of PCM Instances from Source Code 

Three existing approaches to automatically derive PCM instances are presented. Among those 

at the end one tool is chosen to implement the performance awareness approach. 

4.3.2.1 ArchiRec 

Chouambe et al. (2008) describe the ArchiRec approach to reverse engineer component-based 

software based on source code metrics (like e.g. similarity of class names). Their approach 

derives a suggestion of a PCM instance. The software architect is in charge to refine this in-

stance. The approach is outlined in Figure 13. The starting point is a database with class and 

interface tuples representing relationships among each other. Initial components are derived 

and through each iteration new abstraction layers are created. Each iteration uses predefined 

metrics and begins with the judgment of the software architect. ArchiRec was implemented as 

a prototype (Chouambe et al. 2008, 93-102). 

 
Figure 13: ArchiRec - iterative reverse engineering process 

Source: Chouambe et al. (2008, 95) 

4.3.2.2 Java2PCM 

Kappler et al. (2008) describe their approach Java2PCM (see Figure 14). Java2PCM extracts 

the PCM information directly from the source code using the Eclipse Java Development Tools 
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(JDT). Compared to ArchiRec no intermediate format is necessary. JDT provide the meta-

model abstract syntax tree (AST) which is used by Java2PCM to reconstruct the control flow 

within the components. The component detection strategy of ArchiRec is reused. The authors 

report that the dynamic analysis is part of future research and aims at specifying the resource 

demands of the components. The authors report that still manual efforts are required in terms 

of complex Java statements such as expressions containing method calls. 

 
Figure 14: Java2PCM - reverse engineering and performance prediction 

Source: Kappler et al. (2008, 144) 

4.3.2.3 SoMoX 

Becker et al. (2010) describe a similar approach to Java2PCM named Software Model eXtractor 

(SoMoX) which is used in the context of the Q-ImPrESS reverse engineering tool chain. The 

Q-ImPrESS tool chain comprises several tools which discover components, composite compo-

nents, interfaces, and control flows from source code (see Figure 15). SISSy is used to generate 

a Generalized Abstract Syntax Tree (GAST). Based on the GAST the component detection 

algorithm is executed iteratively. Basic components are abstracted into higher abstraction levels 

during each iteration. The application of metrics4 allows component candidates to be evaluated. 

Evaluations can result e.g. into component composition or component merge. Component de-

tection strategies evaluate, whether component candidates shall become components in the re-

sulting PCM instance (Krogmann 2012, 58-64). 

                                                 

 

 
4 https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/mediawiki-sdq-extern/images/4/49/SoMoX_Metric_Documentation.pdf, accessed on 

28.01.2015 

https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/mediawiki-sdq-extern/images/4/49/SoMoX_Metric_Documentation.pdf
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Figure 15: Overview of SoMoX reverse engineering 

Source: Krogmann (2012, 58) 

4.3.2.4 Tool Selection 

Three approaches were identified which create PCM instances based on source code. Due to its 

maturity and its availability the SoMoX approach will be considered for the further develop-

ment. 

4.4 Automated Performance Awareness Approach 

The aim of this thesis is to develop an approach for integrating performance awareness in Java 

EE IDEs. The approach provides developers with response time estimations for the component 

operations they are currently implementing. Component developers are not required to have 

any expertise in the performance engineering domain or in the application of corresponding 

tools. By automatically deriving component dependencies and providing access to the latest 

monitoring data for reused components, the approach attempts to overcome the manual tasks 

and required knowledge. This work is based on the concept proposed by Danciu et al. (2014). 

The approach is intended to support all types of Java EE server components which are devel-

oped using the Java programming language and reuse existing services. 

The approach is intended to support developers with performance estimations for components 

they are currently implementing and which are not yet deployable. Performance estimations are 

based on external service calls only. Internal resource demands are neglected. At this time the 

approach focuses on response time estimations only. Factors influencing the performance of 

components are the component implementation (control flow), required external services and 

the usage profile. The proposed approach shall automate all manual outlined in chapter 4.2. The 

automatic approach is outlined in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Performance Awareness Tool Chain 

Source: Danciu et al. (2015) 

The functionality is distributed over two separate tools, the Java EE IDE and the monitoring 

tool. The Java EE IDE is the Eclipse IDE for Java EE developers adding several extensions 

using the Eclipse plugin architecture. The user interface provided by the approach is integrated 

in the existing source code editor. Developers are able to request response time estimations for 

any component within the project workspace. The corresponding source code is passed to the 

tool MoDisco (Bruneliere et al. 2010). MoDisco creates a Knowledge Discovery Model (KDM) 

containing the AST. The KDM instance is the input for SoMoX. SoMoX creates the PCM in-

stance. 

The monitoring tool represents a central server application responsible for the provisioning of 

performance measurements. Running Java EE applications are monitored using the Kieker 

framework (van Hoorn et al. 2012). Kieker supports the instrumentation of java classes and 

stores performance measurements in local monitoring records. These records are transferred to 

a central database application. Within the database application, these measurements are filtered 

and aggregated. This information is integrated into the Eclipse IDE and is consumed during the 

execution of SoMoX to create the PCM performance curves. Performance curves (Tertilt 2014) 

model the expected values of response times from external services as formulas. 

The SimuCom simulation framework (Becker et al. 2009, 14f) accepts the PCM instance and 

simulates the performance without actually running the whole system. During the simulation 

run, the response time component operations is simulated. All operations run as a background 

process in the Eclipse IDE. The developer interaction is kept at a minimum. The collected 

measurements are then evaluated and used to provide feedback in the code editor in case the 

expected response time of component operations exceeds predefined thresholds. 

4.5 Performance Awareness – Interaction with the Developer 

Storey et al. (2005) provide a framework for visualizations in the domain of distributed software 

engineering. The following table (Table 3) provides an overview of the dimensions of the 
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framework. Based on this framework the interaction of the developer with the implemented 

approach will be described. 

Dimension Description 
Intent Capture the general purpose and the motivation that lead to the design of the visualization 

Information Data sources that a tool uses to extract relevant awareness information 

Presentation How the tool presents the extracted and derived information to the various user roles 

Interaction Interactivity and liveness of the tool 

Effectivenss Feasibility of the proposed approach, whether is has been evaluated and whether it has 

been deployed 

Table 3: Framework to support awareness of human activities in software development 

Source: Based on Storey et al. (2005, 194f) 

Intent 

The presented approach shall provide developers of component-based software the functional-

ity to identify performance problems within the code they are currently implementing. Initiating 

the response time simulation requires a right mouse click on the corresponding class object 

within the Eclipse package explorer. In the pop-up menu a button is displayed which initiates 

the whole process on the click event. 

Information 

The data sources are the source code itself and a database containing aggregated response time 

information of external services. Using the plugin preference capabilities of the Eclipse IDE 

developers provide thresholds (warning and error threshold) for the response time evaluation. 

Presentation 

In case response time estimations exceed a predefined warning or error threshold the code editor 

highlights the corresponding line of code which in turn refers to a method declaration. Notifi-

cations are kept small and integrate in the left side of the editor similar to syntax error notifica-

tions. In case the warning threshold is exceeded a yellow marker is displayed. When the error 

threshold is exceeded a red marker is displayed (Figure 25). 

Interaction 

The tool operates online and provides the requested performance evaluation information right 

after the initiation of the process. In case a marker was set, using the on mouse over event the 

developers can see the actually simulated response time of a method. 

Effectiveness 

The presented approach is implemented and evaluated within the scope of this thesis. The eval-

uation was performed using an approved benchmark application to prove its applicability and 

scalability. The learning costs are kept at a minimum as developers’ background knowledge on 

performance engineering is not required. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides the answer to the following research question: 

Research Question 2: How can model-based predictions be integrated in the integrated 

development environment (IDE) to provide feedback to the developer during the code 

writing process? 

PCM provides all sub models to reflect the performance influencing factory outlined by 

Koziolek (2010). The manual creation of PCM instances is inefficient (Kappler et al. 2008, 150) 

and therefore existing automated approaches for the PCM instance creation are evaluated. 

Among those SoMoX (Becker et al. 2010; Krogmann 2012) was selected to be reused in the 

approach of this thesis. The Automated Performance Awareness Approach in the Java IDE 

Eclipse is described conceptually. After capturing the users’ expectations with regard to re-

sponse time thresholds, it shall be possible to derive and evaluate the required information au-

tomatically and to present the results in a lean approach to the developer. This way the 

developers’ performance awareness can be enhanced with minimal impact on the development 

workflow. 
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5 Design and Implementation 

Parts of this chapter were submitted (May, 26th 2015) and accepted (June, 26th 2015) in the 

paper “Performance Awareness in Java EE Development Environments” (Danciu et al. 2015) 

for the EPEW (European Performance Engineering Workshop). 

In order to evaluate the feasibility and in order to perform an evaluation a prototypical imple-

mentation of the suggested approach was performed. The following chapters provide an over-

view of the required software with their versions and the implemented software architecture. 

5.1 Required Software 

Operating System and Hardware 

The implementation was performed on a Windows 7 Professional Edition 64 bit operating sys-

tem (OS). The following table provides an overview of the resources: 

Resource Value 
Processor Intel processor with two cores, 1.70 GHz 

RAM 4,00 GB 

HDD 60,00 GB 

Table 4: Development environment setup – Operating system and hardware 

Source: own representation 
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Software 

Java Java 7 Update 42 (64 bit) 

Java SE Development Kit 7 Update 72 (64 bit) 

Eclipse Eclipse Java EE IDE for Web Developers. 

Version: Juno Service Release 2 

Build id: 20130225-0426 

For installed software, refer to Appendix A 

Palladio Component Model Version 3.4.15 

MoDisco SDK Version 0.10.2.2013012911186 

SoMoX The SoMoX source code is publicly available7. All plugins 

were checked out for further development at revision 19742. 

Incremental updates were performed until the latest revision 

24844 was reached. Those code changes were omitted, which 

referred to another PCM version than 3.4.1, and another 

Eclipse version than 4.2 (Juno). 

Performance Curves Version 3.4.18 

Simulator Revision 76639 

The code of the simulator was adapted to fit the purpose of the 

current implementation. 

Table 5: Development environment setup – software 

Source: own representation 

5.2 Analysis Workflow 

The overall control flow of the tool chain is implemented in the class SimulationJob. This job 

executes the necessary steps in sequential order (Figure 17). 

 
Figure 17: Tool chain of the automated performance awareness approach 

Source: own representation 

5.2.1 MoDisco 

This chapter provides an introduction to MoDisco and how MoDisco and SoMoX interoperate. 

It describes which configurations are applied to fit the purpose of the intended approach. 

5.2.1.1 Introduction to MoDisco 

MoDisco was implemented with the intention to support the reengineering process of large 

legacy software systems using model driven engineering (MDE). The most important paradigm 

                                                 

 

 
5 https://svnserver.informatik.kit.edu/i43/svn/code/Palladio/Core/tags/PCM_REL_3.4.1, accessed on 13.03.2015 
6 https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.modisco/developer, accessed on 13.03.2015 
7 https://svnserver.informatik.kit.edu/i43/svn/code/SoMoX/Core/trunk/, accessed on 11.03.2015. 
8 https://orion.fortiss.org/svn/performancegroup/PCM/PCI/PCI_3.4.1, accessed on 11.03.2015. 
9 https://orion.fortiss.org/svn/performancegroup/PMWT/Source/trunk 

https://svnserver.informatik.kit.edu/i43/svn/code/Palladio/Core/tags/PCM_REL_3.4.1
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.modisco/developer
https://svnserver.informatik.kit.edu/i43/svn/code/SoMoX/Core/trunk/
https://orion.fortiss.org/svn/performancegroup/PCM/PCI/PCI_3.4.1
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is to switch from heterogeneous implementation technologies to homogeneous models. This 

facilitates any further work (Bruneliere et al. 2010, 173). The MoDisco approach is divided into 

two process steps (see Figure 18). 

 
Figure 18: The two phases ("discovery" and "understanding") 

Source: Bruneliere et al. (2010, 173) 

The first process step refers to model discovery. Based on the system‘s artifacts (e.g. source 

code) a model is generated. The second process step refers to model understanding. The gener-

ated models can be exploited according to the desired scenario (Bruneliere et al. 2010, 174). 

5.2.1.2 MoDisco and SoMoX 

SoMoX uses the model generated by MoDisco to perform its logic. The following figure illus-

trates the process: 
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Figure 19: The two phases "MoDisco Discoverer" and "SoMoX" 

Source: adapted from Bruneliere et al. (2010, 173) 

The implemented approach refers to Java projects. Therefore among the different discovers the 

following discoverer was used: “Discover Java and Inventory model from Java project…”. The 

corresponding identifier is “org.eclipse.modisco.java.composition.discoverer.fromJavaPro-

ject”. The output of the discoverer consists of three files. The naming of the files is built up by 

the project name followed by the term “Source” followed by the modelled aspect (e.g. 

java2kdm) and the file ending “xmi”. The XML Metadata Interchange10 (XMI) format is the 

file format in which the output of the discoverer is stored (Barbier et al. 2010, 365). The Dis-

coverer creates a Java model (file: Project_Source_java.xmi) using the Eclipse JDT. Then an 

intermediary file is created (file: Project_Source_java2kdm.xmi) to support the transformation 

into the Knowledge Discovery Model (KDM)11 format (file: Project_Source_kdm.xmi) 

(Barbier et al. 2010, 370f). The available SoMoX implementation consumes the 

“java2kdm.xmi” file to produce the PCM instance. 

5.2.1.3 MoDisco Configuration 

MoDisco allows to limit the scope of the reverse engineering process using its configuration. 

The component of interest in the implemented approach lies within a project. Therefore using 

the selected class in the Eclipse IDE the project can be identified. The MoDisco discoverer 

requires exactly one project as input. It is assumed that a project is structured using packages. 

In order to limit the execution time the scope of the reverse engineering process is limited to 

the package containing the component of interest. It can be observed that information from 

other java classes from other packages is derived, too. This information is not complete (e.g. 

the modifier information might be missing, see example in Appendix B.1) but the evaluation of 

the implemented approach shows that it is sufficient to generate the necessary complete PCM 

                                                 

 

 
10 http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.4.2/, accessed on 17.03.2015 
11 http://www.omg.org/technology/kdm/, accessed on 17.03.2015 

http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.4.2/
http://www.omg.org/technology/kdm/
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instance. Further the scope is limited using a regular expression to avoid an analysis of standard 

libraries (e.g. java.*, javax.*, junit.*, or org.apache.*). Also with this limitation still the neces-

sary PCM interface information is modelled by SoMoX. For example, the created PCM instance 

contains the interface information from the “javax.ejb.*” packages. The information is limited 

to the methods actually used by the component. The remaining configurations can be found in 

Appendix B.2. 

5.2.2 SoMoX 

The following passages describe the necessary PCM artefacts and how the existing SoMoX 

approach (Becker et al. 2010; Krogmann 2012) was extended to fulfill the requirements. It also 

describes what configuration was applied to run the SoMoX job. 

5.2.2.1 Repository 

SoMoX uses the MoDisco artefacts to extract all relevant information to create the PCM in-

stance. To be able to run a full PCM simulation the SoMoX software needs to create all required 

PCM sub models. The repository model contains the components, interfaces, roles, and data 

types. Roles (e.g. provided role, required role) specify the relation between components and 

interfaces. Interfaces contain the information about the services they offer in form of signatures. 

A signature defines the parameters and the return types (Becker et al. 2009, 4f). 

SoMoX follows the component definition by Szyperski (2002). This definition is not tight to a 

particular programming language (Krogmann 2012, 53f). The java specification follows a nar-

rower approach (Oracle 2013). SoMoX implements different strategies for component identifi-

cation. This allows a flexible adaption of the reverse engineering process to the inspected code. 

The strategies are implemented using metrics (Krogmann 2012, 65ff). For the implemented 

approach the values of these metrics were chosen to reflect the java definition of components 

(refer to Appendix C). 

During the reverse engineering of the Java code MoDisco does not extract the information of 

the method modifiers from interfaces, when only the binary code is available (refer to example 

in Appendix B.1). In this case the SoMoX implementation refused to create the signatures in 

the created interfaces in the repository model. The modifiers of Java interface methods are im-

plicitly public (Gosling et al. 2013, 272). Therefore the SoMoX logic was changed to allow the 

creation of signatures in this particular case. 

SoMoX was implemented with the intention to reverse engineer whole systems containing more 

than one component (Krogmann 2012, 57). In the presented approach the focus of the perfor-

mance analysis lies on the selected component in the development environment. The SoMoX 

configuration class was extended to save the selected component, so that it can be referenced 

in later steps. The SoMoX functionality was extended by a process step to remove all irrelevant 

components from the repository model. Components are considered irrelevant when they do 

not equal the component selected by the developer. 

A further improvement was implemented concerning the creation of RDSEFFs. During the 

evaluation with SPECjEnterprise2010 duplicated RDSEFFs were generated. The EJBs in 

SPECjEnterprise2010 follow a particular pattern (refer to Figure 20). EJB classes implement 
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both, the local and the remote interface. These two interfaces do not contain any members, but 

they extend both a superior interface. This superior interface contains all the methods provided 

by the service. The creation of RDSEFFs is realized using a recursion which iterates through 

all interfaces implemented by the component. A check was implemented to avoid duplicated 

RDSEFFs. Also redundant operation provided roles were generated for the superior interface. 

The existing check to avoid duplicates contained a bug which was fixed. 

 
Figure 20: EJB interface pattern in SPECjEnterprise2010 

Source: own representation 

5.2.2.2 Resource Demanding Service Effect Specifications 

Resource Demanding Service Effect Specifications (RDSEFF) describe how components uti-

lize the provided resources and which external services components require to provide their 

services (Becker et al. 2009, 5). The currently available SoMoX implementation generates 

RDSEFFs using static code analysis. It traverses the Java model generated by MoDisco and 

analyses each method using the visitor pattern12. The JavaDoc documentation describes the 

                                                 

 

 
12http://www.gofpatterns.com/behavioral-design-patterns/behavioral-patterns/visitor-pattern.php, accessed on 

17.03.2015. 

http://www.gofpatterns.com/behavioral-design-patterns/behavioral-patterns/visitor-pattern.php
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class FunctionCallClassificationVisitor as the following: it iterates the AST and classifies func-

tion calls as internal, library, or external calls. It transitively assigns that type to its outer state-

ments13. The class GastStatementVisitor generates the RDSEFFs14. 

During the evaluation of the implementation using SPECjEnterprise2010 it was noticed that the 

generated RDSEFFs were not complete: first any method calls in return statements were not 

modelled, and second for chained method calls only the rightmost method was modelled in the 

RDSEFF. To solve the first issue, both visitor classes were extended by a method to handle 

return statements. To resolve the second issue, in both visitor classes the traverse of the AST 

was extended to identify and to model chained method calls. 

5.2.2.3 Architecture Model (System Model) 

A system model encapsulates all components into assemblies to create a component-based sys-

tem. It links the components using their provided and required interfaces with assembly con-

nectors. It also defines the system’s boundaries and the system’s required and provided 

interfaces. Through these interfaces the system communicates with other systems (Becker et al. 

2009, 7f). For each identified component SoMoX creates an own assembly in the system model. 

For each identified matching between the assemblies’ provided and required interfaces SoMoX 

creates the corresponding connector (Krogmann 2012, 92ff). Analyzing the code reveals that 

all assemblies’ provided interfaces are also modelled as the system’s operation provided roles. 

In the available implementation of SoMoX a dummy component is introduced to ensure a con-

sistent system model. This dummy component provides a provided interface for all required 

interfaces of other components, which are not yet connected. This logic was replaced. Instead 

of the dummy component real system operation required interfaces are created. With this ap-

proach it is possible to specify the behavior of here to unknown, and not modeled components 

through QoS annotations. 

5.2.2.4 PCSpecification Model 

The approach in this thesis assumes that during the implementation of their component the 

developers have a black box view on all components which they reuse in their code. These 

external components might have a performance impact on the developer’s component. There-

fore it is desirable to derive the relevant performance information. For this purpose the concept 

of performance curves (PC) was introduced by Wert et al. (2012). This concept was extended 

by Tertilt (2014). In the current implementation only the response time is modelled using the 

performance curve concept. The SoMoX implementation was extended to create the perfor-

mance curve artefacts and to integrate them with the system model. 

                                                 

 

 
13https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/FunctionCallClassifica-

tionVisitor.html, accessed on 17.03.2015. 
14https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/GastStatementVisi-

tor.html, accessed on 17.03.2015. 

https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/FunctionCallClassificationVisitor.html
https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/FunctionCallClassificationVisitor.html
https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/GastStatementVisitor.html
https://sdqweb.ipd.kit.edu/eclipse/somox/nightly/javadoc/org/somox/gast2seff/visitors/GastStatementVisitor.html
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Figure 21: Class PerformanceCurveBuilder 

Source: own representation 

A new class PerformanceCurveBuilder was introduced, which creates the PCSpecification 

model. The method buildPerformanceCurves iterates through all RequiredDelegationConnect-

ors in the system model. For each identified required interface the signatures are extracted and 

the method createPerformanceCurveForOperationSignature is called. The performance infor-

mation database is currently implemented using a CSV (comma separated values) file. 

 
Figure 22: Classes PerformanceCurveDefinitions and PerformanceInformation 

Source: own representation 

The class PerformanceInformation stores the relevant performance information for each 

method. The class PerformanceCurveDefinitions loads all performance curves information 

from the CSV file into a HashMap named performanceCurves. It is used as an in memory da-

tabase for the performance curves generation logic. If for a specific operation signature no per-

formance curve information could be retrieved, no performance curve will be created in the 

PCSpecification model. 

5.2.2.5 Resource Environment Model and Allocation Model 

The resource environment and the allocation model are used to map the system to concrete 

resources (Becker et al. 2009, 8f). The implemented approach assumes that the response time 
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of a component, who heavily depends on external components is mainly determined by the 

response times of these external components. The internal RDSEFFs play a minor role. There-

fore the resource environment is only modeled to allow a complete and consistent PCM in-

stance. The resource environment contains only one resource container (e.g. a server). This 

resource container contains only one processing resource, the processor. The processing rate is 

set to the default value “1”. 

5.2.2.6 Usage Model 

The usage model allows to express the assumed workload, user behavior, and parameters of a 

system. This information can be specified by domain experts or derived from the requirements 

documents (Becker et al. 2009, 9). When creating a PCM instance automatically from the 

source code the implemented strategy assumes that potentially all SystemOperationProvid-

edRoles from the system model can be called to execute the component’s logic. Therefore all 

these provided roles are taken into consideration when creating the usage model. The existing 

SoMoX implementation was extended by the class UsageModelBuilder. 

 
Figure 23: Class UsageModelBuilder 

Source: own representation 

The UsageModelBuilder class iterates the system model and extracts all SystemOperationPro-

videdRoles. It identifies the operation signatures for each extracted interface. Without addi-

tional information it is not possible to estimate the probabilities of the method calls. Therefore 

the implemented approach assumes that each method will be called with the same probability. 

For each identified operation signature an own branch transition with the equally distributed 

probabilities along with a single EntryLevelSystemCall are created. 
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5.2.2.7 SoMoX Configuration 

In Java EE 7 EJB 3.1 components contain their business logic in one java class (Rubinger/Burke 

2010, 29). For the intended scenario of the Eclipse plugin it is assumed that developers want to 

analyze the response times of the methods which are made available through the beans’ pro-

vided interfaces. SoMoX allows through its configuration that components may consist of sev-

eral classes (Krogmann 2012, 65ff). The metrics of the configuration were adjusted so that any 

component composition and component merging are avoided. In Eclipse the developer selects 

the class of interest and executes the logic. Based on this selection it is possible to model one 

single component in the PCM instance. Through the configuration the component reflects ex-

actly the selected class. The simulation process is then executed for this single component only. 

The SoMoX configuration allows to specify which elements shall be excluded from the reverse 

engineering process. In the context of enterprise applications it is assumed that only those com-

ponents are of interest, which reflect business logic. Further the approach assumes that the com-

ponent’s performance is mainly impacted by the performance of the called external 

components. Based on these assumptions the following packages and their children were iden-

tified to be not relevant: 

java.lang.reflect According to the documentation this package is used for applications which shall have 

access to members of java classes15. 

java.util Standard Java utilities16 

javax.annotation Contains utilities to annotate Java code17 

java.lang Provides the fundamentals of the Java language18 

Table 6: SoMoX Configuration – Excluded packages from the reverse engineering process 

Source: own representation 

5.2.3 PCM Simulation 

After the PCM instance was created the SimulationJob executes the SimuCom (Becker et al. 

2009, 14f) simulation run. Helper classes are provided by the fortiss19 GmbH to configure and 

run the simulation programmatically using Java code. The following class diagram (Figure 24) 

outlines the relevant classes which contain the logic to execute the SimuCom simulation job.

                                                 

 

 
15 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/reflect/package-summary.html, accessed on 17.03.2015 
16 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/package-summary.html, accessed on 17.03.2015 
17 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/javax/annotation/package-summary.html, accessed on 17.03.2015 
18 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/package-summary.html, accessed on 17.03.2015 
19 http://www.fortiss.org/home/, accessed on 12.07.2015 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/reflect/package-summary.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/package-summary.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/package-summary.html
http://www.fortiss.org/home/
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Figure 24: Fortiss SimuCom simulation helper classes 

Source: own representation 
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The method Simulator.simulate() loads the PCM instance and initializes a map with predefined 

standard parameters to execute the simulation. The class SimulatorConfiguration holds all pa-

rameters. Among those parameters is the SIMULATOR_ID with the value “de.uka.ipd.sdq.co-

degen.simucontroller.simucom" to identify the SimuCom framework. Furthermore the 

configuration is set to serialize the simulation results on hard disk. The class SimulationMonitor 

handles any timeouts and notifies any registered Java objects upon the status of the simulation 

execution. The class SimulationResult stores the information of the experiment run. 

5.2.4 Evaluation 

After a successful simulation of the PCM instance the evaluation step is executed. All previ-

ously created markers are deleted, the configured thresholds for warnings and errors are loaded 

from the plugin configuration and the evaluation is performed. The class SimulationResult-

Loader is implemented to access the simulation results. The process needs to map the method 

names obtained from the JDT to the results of the simulated operations. There exists no reliable 

way to create a matching at this moment. Therefore for each identified simulation result the 

PCM operation signature is looked up. The PCM signature is compared with the JDT signature. 

In case there is a match it is assumed that the correct method was identified. The match is based 

on the following criteria. 

JDT IMethod PCM OperationSignature 
IMethod.getElementName() operationSignature().getEntityName() 

IMethod.getParameterTypes() OperationSignature.getParameters__OperationSignature() 

Table 7: Matching criteria between JDT IMethod and PCM OperationSignature instances 

Source: own representation 

This is a valid set for the comparison as Oracle (2015) defines that the method’s name and the 

parameter type comprise the method signature. When a match is identified the mean value of 

all results is calculated and returned for evaluation. 

The evaluation step compares the received mean value from the simulation with the configured 

thresholds. First the error then the warning threshold are evaluated. In case the mean value 

exceeds the error threshold an error marker is created and the evaluation step for this method is 

stopped. In case the mean value does not exceed the error threshold in the next step the warning 

threshold is evaluated. When the simulation value is higher than the warning threshold a warn-

ing marker is set, otherwise no markers will be created. The following figure (Figure 25) illus-

trates the look and feel of the user interface after a simulation run. 
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Figure 25: IDE code editor with warning and error markers 

Source: own representation 

5.3 Chapter Summary 

This chapter proves the feasibility of the described approach in chapter 4. It describes the nec-

essary software in order to repeat or extend the implementation. The approach relies on the two 

software tools MoDisco and SoMoX. MoDisco creates an abstract syntax tree representation of 

the Java code and SoMoX consumes the abstract syntax tree in order to create a Palladio Com-

ponent Model instance. The originally provided SoMoX implementation was extended with the 

functionality to create performance curves to represent response times from externally con-

sumed services. Developers can execute the software within their IDE based on single classes. 

Outputs in form of markers next to the code editor guide the software developer to methods 

which do not fulfill the predefined performance requirements. 
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6 Evaluation of the Developed Approach 

Parts of this chapter were submitted (May, 26th 2015) and accepted (June, 26th 2015) in the 

paper “Performance Awareness in Java EE Development Environments” (Danciu et al. 2015) 

for the EPEW (European Performance Engineering Workshop). 

This chapter describes the evaluation process and the evaluation results of the implemented 

approach. 

6.1 Controlled Experiment with SPECjEnterprise2010 

The evaluation method “controlled experiment” is used to compare the results of the simulation 

with the aggregations of actually measured values. In order to execute the experiment the meth-

odology proposed by Wohlin et al. (2012, 73ff) is applied. The following chapter introduces 

the reader to the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark application. Afterwards the experiment’s 

scope, its execution, and analysis are described. 

6.1.1 Overview of the SPECjEnterprise2010 Orders Domain 

A prerequisite for applying the approach is the existence of Java EE components which reuse 

other services. Response time measurements for the reused components are required, as well as 

measurements for the component under investigation for calculating the error rates. The 

SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark consists of a benchmark driver emulating workload of a car 

manufacturer company and a Java EE application (SPEC 2012). The Java EE application is 

divided in three domains supporting business processes for customer relationship management, 

manufacturing, and supply chain management. The orders domain, supporting the supply chain 

management scenario, fulfills the requirements and is used for the evaluation. Several types of 

Java EE components are implemented in the orders domain, as shown below (Figure 26). 

 
Figure 26: SPECjEnterprise2010 layers 

Source: Danciu et al. (2015) 

The business logic is realized by stateless EJBs which use Java Persistence API (JPA) entities 

for storing information. EJBs also use the JPA EntityManager and Query classes for reading 
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and writing data to and from the database. Components of the lower layers are, thus, reused by 

components of the layer above. 

6.1.2 Experimental Design 

This chapter describes the scope and the planning of the experiment. 

6.1.2.1 Experiment Scoping 

Goal Definition 

The objective of the experiment is to evaluate the prediction error between the simulation re-

sults and the actually measured values with regard to response time. The experiment is used to 

evaluate, whether prediction errors occur, and if yes, how they can be explained. 

Object of study 

The object of the experiment is the implemented solution described in earlier chapters. 

Subjects of study 

The subject of the experiment is the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark application. Within this 

benchmark the orders domain was chosen as the population. The order domain consists of the 

following EJB classes and their methods. For each method the response times will be measured 

and evaluated. The complete list of the subjects can be found in the following table (Table 8). 

For the sake of readability the return type, and variable names were removed from the method 

declarations. 

In case the collected measurement data does not contain any values for any of the methods, 

these methods will be omitted from the evaluation. In this case the implemented solution as-

sumes a response time of zero. 
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Components 

(amount of methods) 

Methods 

CustomerSession (11) addInventory(Integer, Item, int, BigDecimal) 

addInventory(Integer, ShoppingCart, BigDecimal, boolean) 

checkCustomerCredit(int, BigDecimal) 

countCustomer() 

getCustomer(Integer) 

getCustomer(Integer, boolean) 

getInventories(Integer) 

getInventoryItem(Long, int) 

selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal) 

sellInventory(Integer, long, boolean) 

validateCustomer(Integer) 

ItemBrowserSession (10) browseForward() 

browseReverse() 

getBatchSize()  

getCurrentMax() 

getCurrentMin() 

getItems(int, List<String>) 

getItemsByCategory(int) 

getSublist(List<Item>, int, int) 

getTotalItems() 

setBatchSize(int) 

LargeOrderSenderSession (1) sendOrdersToManufacturing(List<OrderLine>, int) 

OrderAuditSession (11) externalUpdateTest() 

getLargeOrderCount() 

getOrderCount() 

getOrderTotalJDBC(int) 

getPendingLargeOrderCount() 

incrementOrderTotal(int) 

jpaWriteThroughTest() 

phantomDeleteReadTest(int) 

phantomDeleteTest(int) 

updateItemPrice(String, BigDecimal) 

validateInitialValues(int) 

OrderSession (7) cancelOrder(int) 

checkCustomerCredit(Integer, BigDecimal) 

getItem(String) 

getOpenOrders(int) 

getOrder(int) 

getOrderCount(int) 

newOrder(int, ShoppingCart, int, boolean, boolean) 

Table 8: Subjects of the experiment 

Source: own representation 

Purpose 

The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the implemented ap-

proach. The experiment provides insight in to what accuracy can be expected from the predicted 

response times. 

Perspective 

The perspective is from the point of view of a developer who is in the progress of implementing 

a component using the Java EE 6 framework. (Tertilt/Krcmar 2011) 
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Quality focus 

The main data studied in the experiment is the simulated response time. The simulation is per-

formed using the PCM framework. The focus lies on the deviations between the actual meas-

ured values and the simulated values for each method. 

Summary 

Analyze the simulated response times by an automatically created and simulated PCM instance 

for the purpose of evaluation with respect to the response times of single Java methods from 

the point of view of the developer in the context of the Java EE SPECjEnterprise2010 bench-

mark application. 

6.1.2.2 Planning 

Context Selection 

The context of the experiment is the Java EE benchmarking solution SPECjEnterprise2010. It 

is deployed on a virtual machine. The specifications of the virtual machine are outlined in the 

table below: 

Hardware specifications 
Memory (RAM) 12 GB 

Processor (CPU) 8 virtual AMD Opteron 6172 at 2,1 GHz 

Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 60 GB 

Network 1 Gb 

Software specifications 
Operating System (OS) openSUSE 12.3 (Linux 3.7.10-1.40-desktop) x86_64 

Java Java: openjdk 1.7.0 

Database (DB) Derby 

Java Application Server JBoss 7.1.1 

SPECjEnterprise2010 Version: 1.03 

Table 9: Hardware and Software specifications of the Experiment Context 

Source: own representation 

The experiment is run offline (not in an industrial software development), and it is conducted 

by the author of this thesis. The experiment is specific with regard to the application domain 

component-based software engineering with Java EE. 

The evaluation of the implemented approach within an experimental context provides other 

researchers the opportunity to replicate the experiment as it is well defined. 

Hypothesis Formulation 

The main goal of the implemented approach is to create performance awareness during the 

implementation phase of component-based software. This shall be achieved by predicting the 

response times of single methods within a Java EE component and providing feedback to the 

developer in the IDE. It is assumed that there is a positive correlation between the prediction 

accuracy and the perceived value of the solution (Westermann 2012, 1528). 
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A preliminary analysis of the measurement data reveals that a normal distribution for the meas-

urement results cannot be assumed. Hence a non-parametric test will be used. The aim of the 

statistical test is to compare the measured expected value 𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴  of a “method A” with the pre-

dicted expected value 𝑥′𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴  of this method. The approach in this thesis assumes that the ex-

pected value can be predicted using existing measurement data from other components this 

method depends on. The measurements upon which the prediction is performed and the actual 

expected value belong both to the same sample. Therefore the prediction samples and the meas-

urement samples are linked. Based on this knowledge the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test will be 

applied. The expected values will be the medians of the samples. 

Null hypothesis, H0: The median value of the measurements for method A (𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴 ) does not 

equal the median value of the simulated results (𝑥′
𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴

): 

𝐻0 ≔  𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴 ≠ 𝑥′𝑚𝑒𝑑

𝐴  

Alternative hypothesis, H1: The median value of the measurements of method A (𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴 ) equals 

the median value of the simulated results (𝑥′𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴 ): 

𝐻1 ≔  𝑥𝑚𝑒𝑑
𝐴 = 𝑥′𝑚𝑒𝑑

𝐴  

Measures needed: The simulation results with respect to response time for each method under 

investigation and the measured response times of these methods resulting from the Java profiler. 

Variables selection 

In the experiment design exist two different sources of data: the measurements collected from 

the Java profiler and the simulation results collected from the PCM simulation. The independent 

variables are divided into these two categories: 

Java profiler 

No. Variable name Available value(s) Scale 
1  User workload 50 [amount of users] interval 

PCM simulation 

No. Variable name Available value(s) Scale 
2  User workload 50 [amount of users] interval 

3  Reference value mean, 95-percentile, median 

[nano seconds] 

Interval 

4  Maximum simulation time 150000 [simulated time units] Interval 

5  Maximum measurements count 10000 [amount] Interval 

Table 10: Experiment planning: independent variables 

Source: own representation 

The SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark execution allows configurations to be applied. One of 

the configuration settings defines the user workload (1). The value will be held constantly at 

50. The PCM model also allows the configuration of the user workload. Here the same value 

will be used as during the measurements (2). From the collected measurements three statistical 

values are considered of interest. The 95-percentile shall represent a worst case scenario, where 

the remaining 5% are considered outliers. The mean and median values shall represent an ap-

proximation for the most likely case (3). The maximum simulation time (4) and maximum 

measurements count (5) refer to parameters for the simulation itself. These values will be kept 
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constant, as preliminary runs indicate that the mean values of the simulation results in the cur-

rent implementation of the solution do not differ significantly. 

The dependent variable is the response time. 

Data Collection Procedure of the Running Application 

A Java profiling tool20 was used to obtain the execution times of the methods. In order to reduce 

the performance impact of the profiling tool itself four iterations of measurements are per-

formed. In the first iteration method invocations to external libraries (e.g. javax.persistence.En-

tityManager.find(Class, Object)) are instrumented: 

 
Figure 27: Example Kieker Java instrumentation 

Source: own representation 

The second iteration covered all classes defined as JPA entities (e.g. Customer.java or Cus-

tomerInventory.java). The third and the fourth iteration covered the session beans. Two itera-

tions for the session beans were used to reflect that the session beans have method invocations 

among each other. 

Data collection procedure of the simulation results 

At the end of each simulation the SimuBench in Eclipse allows the export of the simulation 

results as a CSV file. For each simulation run the files are exported and the mean values are 

derived per method. 

  

                                                 

 

 
20 http://kieker-monitoring.net/, accessed on 01.04.2015. 

http://kieker-monitoring.net/
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Experiment Design 

Randomization: The object will be applied to each of the five components in the SPECjEnter-

prise2010 solution in the package “org.spec.jent.ejb.orders.session” and simulation results for 

a total amount of 40 methods will be derived. Therefore no randomization will be applied. 

Blocking: In this experiment blocking would not make any sense, since it is the intention to 

show the accuracy of the simulated values for each available component method. 

Balancing: A balanced dataset regarding the measurement data would be the preferred case, but 

cannot be guaranteed. The amount of measurement data is dependent from the duration of the 

measurement runs and from the control flows implemented in the driver. The data set will be 

provided to the author of this thesis. The amount of simulated measurements will be kept fixed 

at the amount of 10000. Within one component the amount of measurements will be distributed 

equally among the methods (10000 measurements divided by n methods). Balanced amounts 

of measurements per method across all components will not be available. The lowest simulated 

measurement amounts are therefore expected for those components with the highest count of 

methods (CustomerSession, OrderAuditSession: each 11 methods) and are expected to be at 

around 909. 

Standard Design Types: The experiment contains one factor of primary interest (reference 

value) with three treatments (mean, median, 95-percentile). The independent variable (response 

time) is measured on an interval scale and hence a parametric test is suitable. Dependent from 

the distribution and the variance of the samples the statistical test will be chosen. 

Instrumentation 

The data set containing the measurements from the Java profiler will be provided to the author 

by the advisor. Based on this data the mean, median, and the 95-percentile values for each 

profiled method will be derived. These values serve as the knowledge database for the imple-

mented software. Based on these values the total response time will be calculated for the com-

ponents’ methods. For each of the five components the implemented logic will be applied 

resulting in a CSV-file containing the single measurements of each method call of the compo-

nent. Using a statistical test it will be evaluated how well the estimation fits the actual measured 

data. 

Validity Evaluation 

Based on Wohlin et al. (2012, 102ff) it is important to evaluate the validity of the outcome of 

the experiment. 

Conclusion validity: This validity is concerned with the relationship between the treatment and 

the outcome (Wohlin et al. 2012, 102). The major threat is the quality of the data collected 

during the measurements. During the data collection any side effects (e.g. other programs run-

ning on the same machine) could lead to unpredictable variations. In order to avoid influences 

on the data collection procedure any concurrently running programs will be closed, which are 

not considered necessary for the operation of the operating system or the measurement run. 

Another influence on the measurements could happen due to the profiling procedure itself. To 
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minimize these effects the profiling is executed several times at different levels. In order to 

collect a reasonable amount of data, each run will be executed 18 minutes, where four minutes 

are considered ramp up and four minutes are considered cool down phases. With these precau-

tions the conclusion validity is not considered to be critical. 

Internal validity: Unforeseeable influences that can affect the independent variable are threats 

to the internal validity (Wohlin et al. 2012, 106). As described above any influences during the 

measurements collection where minimized. During the data collection of the simulation values 

the only influence on the response time are the performance curves and software failures. The 

value of the performance curve represents the value of the factor. The PCM solution is a mature 

application used by many researchers and is therefore considered stable. 

Construct validity: The construct validity concerns generalizing the experiment’s result to the 

underlying concept or theory (Wohlin et al. 2012, 108). In order to reflect a real scenario a 

widely accepted performance benchmark Java EE application (SPEC 2012) was used for the 

experiment. Hence the underlying concept of component-based software is well represented. 

Predicting the response times based on historical data is also a risk. New components introduced 

into an existing component based software architecture may change different parameters of this 

architecture which might influence the response times of components. It might be that the com-

ponent under development itself might influence the response times significantly (e.g. because 

of the new workload imposed by this new component) and therefore the existing knowledge 

about the predicted response times might be wrong and/or misleading. Social threats are re-

duced by regular meetings with the thesis advisor. 

External validity: Limiting conditions to generalize the experiment’s results to industrial prac-

tice pose threats to external validity (Wohlin et al. 2012, 110). It is highly probable that when 

repeating this experiment similar results should be obtained. Using an existing complex Java 

EE application shall be representative enough for other Java EE applications. The prototypical 

implementation of the approach shows the feasibility. 

6.1.3 Operation 

This chapter provides the information on how the experiment was executed and how the data 

was validated. 

6.1.3.1 Preparation and Execution 

The source code of the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark is instrumented as described in earlier 

chapters. The simulations are executed on the author’s development laptop. In order to match 

the measurement values with the simulation results a MariaDB21 database instance is used to 

load all CSV-files into relational tables. In order to perform the statistical tests the program R22 

is used, which accesses the database and performs the calculations. The CSV-files containing 

                                                 

 

 
21 https://mariadb.org/, accessed on 05.04.2015 
22 http://cran.r-project.org/, accessed on 05.04.2015 

https://mariadb.org/
http://cran.r-project.org/
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the measurements are provided by the advisor of this thesis. Using these CSV-files the perfor-

mance curves are derived. In the experiment three sets of performance curve data are created, 

all containing constants as the performance curve values. The first set contains the mean values, 

the second set contains the 95-percentile values, and the third set contains the median values of 

the method calls. Therefore the simulation is executed for each component of interest three 

times. After each simulation run the SimuCom framework allows the export of the simulation 

results as CSV-files. These results are loaded into the MariaDB instance. For each component 

method the statistical test will be executed and the hypotheses will be evaluated. 

6.1.3.2 Data Validation 

Measurement Data 

Data was collected for 53 different method calls. The amount of observations across the meth-

ods vary from 1 to 683549. For the exact amounts please refer to Appendix D.1. The reason for 

this variance is due to the SPECjEnterprise2010 driver and cannot be influenced by the author 

of the thesis. Within this data there exist also the observations for the components for which the 

expected response time has to be predicted via the simulation. The first four minutes were con-

figured as ramp up time. The last four minutes were configured as ramp down time. Therefore 

data, which falls into these time frames is removed. It is assumed that only those data is relevant 

which reflects the standard operation of a system. The ramp up and down phases are not con-

sidered to reflect the standard load of a system. 

The components of interest contain 40 methods. The measurement data reveals the execution 

times of 22 of these methods (for full overview please refer to Appendix D.2). An exemplary 

analysis of the code reveals that some component methods (e.g. CustomerSession.countCus-

tomer()) are never called within the whole available solution. Which methods are actually 

called, and which are not, depends on the workload generator of the benchmark and cannot be 

influenced by the author of the thesis. Therefore for 18 methods no statistical test can be per-

formed. 

Simulation Data 

The simulation was executed for every component of interest and therefore for every of the 40 

methods. Simulation data is available for all methods. As mentioned in earlier chapters the 

amount of measurements per method is distributed equally within one component (please refer 

to Appendix D.3) and varies across components between 861 and 10000. Simulation data is 

collected three times. The first time the mean values, the second time the 95-percentiles, and 

the third time the median values per measurement per method are considered. No simulation 

data is removed at this point. 

6.1.4 Analysis and Interpretation 

In the following the analysis using descriptive statistics and the interpretation of the results are 

presented. 
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6.1.4.1 Background Information and Descriptive Statistics 

The orders domain consists of five session beans with a total amount of 40 methods. Out of 

these 40 methods measurements for 22 methods could be obtained. The complete statistical 

overview of all methods can be found in Appendix D.4. The analysis for the method “Custom-

erSession.addInventory(Integer,ShoppingCart,BigDecimal,boolean)” will be presented in de-

tail. 

Background information 

The implementation of the method is presented in the following figure. 

 
Figure 28: Implementation of method CustomerSession.addInventory() 

Source: source code from SPECjEnterprise2010 (SPEC 2012) 

This method is used in the orders domain to transfer items from a customer’s shopping cart to 

the corresponding order (SPEC 2012). The invocation stack can be seen in the following figure: 

 
Figure 29: Call Hierarchy - methods which use CustomerSession.addInventory() 

Source: own representation 

Descriptive Statistics 

The following table displays the descriptive statistics of the measurement data regarding the 

method CustomerSession.addInventory(). The response times are measured in nanoseconds. 

The boxplot does not show any outliers. Directly from the boxplot can be inferred that this is a 

right-skewed distribution. When overviewing all available boxplots it can be seen that the dis-

tributions of almost all methods are right-skewed. An exception are those methods, where too 

less measurements were collected. Another exception is the method CustomerSes-

sion.checkCustomerCredit(). 
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Summary Boxplot 
Min: 5937 

1st Qu.: 12649.25 

Median: 14597 

Mean: 21070.7153713794 

3rd Qu.: 21640 

Max: 3673409 

 
Table 11: Descriptive statistics of the measurement data of method 

CustomerSession.addInventory() 

Source: own representation 

The corresponding descriptive statistics of the simulation data are the following: 

Operation Name Factor Summary 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart 

sc,BigDecimal orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

percentile95 Min: 2225000.00 

1st Qu.: 2225000.00 

Median: 2225000.00 

Mean: 2225000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2225000.00 

Max: 2225000.00 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart 

sc,BigDecimal orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

mean Min: 840000.00 

1st Qu.: 840000.00 

Median: 840000.00 

Mean: 840000.00 

3rd Qu.: 840000.00 

Max: 840000.00 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart 

sc,BigDecimal orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

median Min: 718000.00 

1st Qu.: 718000.00 

Median: 718000.00 

Mean: 718000.00 

3rd Qu.: 718000.00 

Max: 718000.00 

Table 12: Descriptive statistics of the simulation data for the method 

CustomerSession.addInventory() 

Source own representation 

All the parameters of the statistic equal the value 2,225,000.00 for the factor “percentile95” 

(“840,000.00” for the factor mean, “718,000.00” for the factor median). The value is always 

constant, as the for-loop is always modelled with the loop-size 1. The measurement data for the 

method call “mySessionCtx.setRollBackOnly()” is not available and therefore assumed 0. 

For almost all other component methods all the parameters of the statistic are also constant. The 

only exceptions are the methods ItemBrowserSession.getItems(Integer,List<String>) and Or-

derSession.cancelOrder(Integer). For the detailed information, please refer to Appendix D.5. 

6.1.4.2 Data set reduction 

In order to avoid false conclusions, only those methods will be considered for the statistical 

test, where the number of observations is higher than 100. The following table provides an 

overview of the selection of the methods for the statistical test. Hence 14 methods remain for 

the statistical test. 
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Operation Name Amount  Included? 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

6974 yes 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) 14068 yes 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 126424 yes 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 200204 yes 

CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) 3 no 

CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 60826 yes 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) 56165 yes 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 281224 yes 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 84383 yes 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) 87527 yes 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spec.j

ent.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

1267 yes 

OrderAuditSession.externalUpdateTest() 1 no 

OrderAuditSession.getOrderCount() 1 no 

OrderAuditSession.getOrderTotalJDBC(INT id) 1 no 

OrderAuditSession.incrementOrderTotal(INT id) 1 no 

OrderAuditSession.validateInitialValues(INT txRate) 1 no 

OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 547 yes 

OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 58282 yes 

OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 90373 yes 

OrderSession.getOrder(INT orderId) 2 no 

OrderSession.getOrderCount(INT custID) 6 no 

OrderSession.newOrder(INT custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

12466 yes 

Table 13: Selection of component methods for the statistical test 

Source: own representation 
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6.1.4.3 Hypothesis testing 

Factor: reference = mean, statistical significance: 0.95, α=0,025%, two-sided. 

Operation Name V p-value Reject H0 Predicted 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Measured 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Error 

Rate 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

13968 < 0.00000000000000022 false 844000 14597 -5682.01% 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT 

userID,BigDecimal limit) 

42363 < 0.00000000000000022 false 866000 30627.5 -2727.52% 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 6139532573 < 0.00000000000000022 false 838000 959689 12.68% 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 10475545223 < 0.00000000000000022 false 838000 798882.5 -4.90% 

CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT 

userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 

148570793 < 0.00000000000000022 false 1746000 913465.5 -91.14% 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT 

userID) 

1542597153 < 0.00000000000000022 false 838000 1239840 32.41% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 27018312905 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3338000 3440169 2.97% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 2430184908 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3338000 3440365 2.98% 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT 

category,List<STRING> items) 

535824654 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3338000 397993 -738.71% 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManuf

acturing(java.util.List<org.spec.jent.ejb.orders.e

ntity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

383417 0.1619 true 12663000 12348162 -2.55% 

OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 149878 < 0.00000000000000022 false 872000 1878307 53.58% 

OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 39691740 < 0.00000000000000022 false 838000 283230.5 -195.87% 

OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 5882861 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3342000 290916 -1048.79% 

OrderSession.newOrder(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

36305465 0.0000000002282 false 2307000 1834833.5 -25.73% 

Table 14: Hypothesis Testing results for factor reference=mean 

Source own representation 
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Factor: reference = percentile95, statistical significance: 0.95, α=0,025%, two-sided. 

Operation Name V p-value Reject H0 Predicted 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Measured 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Error 

Rate 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

3 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2232000 14597 -15190.81% 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT 

userID,BigDecimal limit) 

28138 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2299000 30627.5 -7406.33% 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 294941809 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2221000 959689 -131.43% 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 367320302 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2221000 798882.5 -178.01% 

CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT 

userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 

5025690 < 0.00000000000000022 false 4560000 913465.5 -399.20% 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT 

userID) 

215357576 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2221000 1239840 -79.14% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 547844605 < 0.00000000000000022 false 7417000 3440169 -115.60% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 49456008 < 0.00000000000000022 false 7417000 3440365 -115.59% 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT 

category,List<STRING> items) 

994765579 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2221000 397993 -458.05% 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManuf

acturing(java.util.List<org.spec.jent.ejb.orders.e

ntity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

36551 < 0.00000000000000022 false 21915000 12348162 -77.48% 

OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 51376 0.0000000001873 false 2278000 1878307 -21.28% 

OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 2612253 < 0.00000000000000022 false 2221000 283230.5 -684.17% 

OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 3073211 < 0.00000000000000022 false 7425000 290916 -2452.28% 

OrderSession.newOrder(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

14915458 < 0.00000000000000022 false 5119000 1834833.5 -178.99% 

Table 15: Hypothesis Testing results for factor reference=percentile95 

Source: own representation 
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Factor: reference = median, statistical significance: 0.95, α=0,025%, two-sided. 

Operation Name V p-value Reject H0 Predicted 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Measured 

Median 

[nanosec.] 

Error 

Rate 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

20919 < 0.00000000000000022 false 718000 14597 -4818.82% 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT 

userID,BigDecimal limit) 

70445 < 0.00000000000000022 false 731000 30627.5 -2286.74% 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 7315117053 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 959689 25.60% 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 14982560148 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 798882.5 10.63% 

CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT 

userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 

300055051 < 0.00000000000000022 false 1462000 913465.5 -60.05% 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT 

userID) 

1575564571 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 1239840 42.41% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 28624994592 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3300000 3440169 4.07% 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 2575266845 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3300000 3440365 4.08% 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT 

category,List<STRING> items) 

2140692384 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 397993 -79.40% 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManuf

acturing(java.util.List<org.spec.jent.ejb.orders.e

ntity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

580916 < 0.00000000000000022 false 11133000 12348162 9.84% 

OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 149878 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 1878307 61.99% 

OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 65663204 < 0.00000000000000022 false 714000 283230.5 -152.09% 

OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 5936779 < 0.00000000000000022 false 3303000 290916 -1035.38% 

OrderSession.newOrder(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

48735563 < 0.00000000000000022 false 1836000 1834833.5 -0.06% 

Table 16: Hypothesis Testing results for factor reference=median 

Source: own representation 
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Table 14 displays the results of the statistical test for 14 component methods for the factor 

reference=mean. For one method the null-hypothesis could be rejected: LargerOrderSender-

Session.sendOrdersToManufacturing(). For all other methods the null-hypothesis could not be 

rejected. The table also displays the predicted median values and the actually measured median 

values. The error rate is computed as the following: 

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛
 

The lowest error rate (-2.55%) was achieved for the prediction of LargeOrderSenderSes-

sion.sendOrdersToManufacturing(). The highest error rate (-5682.01%) was achieved for 

method CustomerSession.addInventory(). Negatively signed error rates indicate that the pre-

dicted median is higher than the measured median, and vice versa. Out of the 14 methods 9 

were estimated to have higher response times. For positive signed deviations the maximum 

value is 53.58%. The highest error rate for negative signed deviations is -5682.01%. 

Table 15 displays the results of the statistical test for the factor reference=95-percentile. This 

time the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected for any of the component methods. The error rates 

range from -21.28% to 15,190.81%. Compared to the error rates with the previous statistical 

test the error rates became higher resulting into a worse prediction accuracy. The predicted 

median values are higher compared to the previous test. 

Table 16 displays the result of the statistical test using the reference value reference =median. 

As with the previous result also this time the null-hypothesis cannot be rejected for any of the 

methods. The error rates are calculated the same way as in the previous tables. The lowest error 

rate is at -0.06% for the method “OrderSession.newOrder()” and the highest absolute error rate 

is -4818.82% for the method “CustomerSession.addInventory()”. In general the error rates are 

lower than compared to the other two factors. 

6.1.4.4 Interpretation 

Looking again at the measurement data (Appendix D.5) the distributions of the majority of the 

distributions show a right-skewness. The implementation of the orders domain often reuses 

Java objects produced in earlier stages of the business logic. The JPA uses caching mechanisms 

to improve performance (Oracle 2013). This leads to lower response times because retrieving 

objects from the cache is significantly faster than retrieving objects from the database. The 

experiment uses static values for the performance curves definitions. Those values are the me-

dian, mean, and the 95-percentile. In case components often reuse services of other components 

with strongly right-skewed distributions the simulated response times for methods of the com-

ponent under investigation are significantly higher than the actual value (e.g. CustomerSes-

sion.addInventory(…)). For components which do not reuse existing objects (e.g. 

OrderSession.newOrder(…)) the prediction errors are low. 
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6.2 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides the answer to the following research question: 

Research Question 3: How well does the developed approach perform in a controlled ex-

periment? 

All EJB classes in the orders domain of the SPECjEnterprise2010 benchmark application were 

instrumented with the Kieker framework to obtain response time measurement data. The data 

was aggregated to mean, median, and 95-percentile values. Those values were set as perfor-

mance curves in the knowledge database. For each EJB class the approach was applied and the 

simulated values were retrieved. The absolute values of the error rates differ between 0.06% 

and 15190.81%. Caching in the JPA leads to right-skewed distributions of the measurements. 

The approach performs well if caching plays a subordinate role. For methods instantiating 

cached objects the error rates become higher the more services with right-skewed distributions 

are reused. 
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7 Summary and Conclusion 

Parts of this chapter were submitted (May, 26th 2015) and accepted (June, 26th 2015) in the 

paper “Performance Awareness in Java EE Development Environments” (Danciu et al. 2015) 

for the EPEW (European Performance Engineering Workshop). 

This chapter summarizes the thesis by outlining the contribution, the limitations, and potential 

future improvements of the approach. 

7.1 Contribution 

The research contribution is the development and evaluation of a new approach of raising per-

formance awareness in the implementation phase of a component-based software. The existing 

approach implemented in the software SoMoX was enhanced by improving the accuracy of the 

generated PCM instances and by the extension with the performance curve approach. The eval-

uation of the approach reveals that a complete automation to create performance awareness is 

possible. 

The practice contribution is the support of software developers during the implementation of 

component-based software solutions by addressing the performance awareness during code 

generation. In case the risk arises that problems referring to performance requirements occur 

the tool informs the developer by highlighting, which methods exceed predefined response time 

thresholds. 

7.2 Limitations 

The presented approach addresses performance awareness in stages of the software develop-

ment, where components are still in development and therefore have not yet been deployed 

against a server. At this point no direct information with regard to internal resource demands or 

response times can be obtained, e.g. from measurements or observations. The developed ap-

proach assumes that only those software components are of relevance whose performance is 

mainly impacted by response times of invoked external services. Any internal computation is 

assumed to have a computation item of zero time units. The approach can only provide correct 

workload dependent estimations, if there exists response time information for different work-

loads for the relevant external services. The approach assumes the existence of response time 

information for all external service consumed by the component under development. In case 

the IDE has no access to the information of external services, the response time of those services 

is assumed zero. At the moment of the thesis only one aspect of performance awareness defined 

by Tůma (2014) is covered: the ability to observe performance. The second part of the definition 

‘acting on observations’ lies in the responsibility of the developer. The only performance metric 

in scope of this approach is the response time. Other metrics, like e.g. throughput or resource 

consumption are not taken into consideration. 

7.3 Future Work 

This chapter provides an overview of potential enhancement areas. 
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7.3.1 Consideration of Caching Effects 

The evaluation of the approach reveals that in presence of caching the estimations of response 

times differ significantly compared to the real measurements. Caching leads to right-skewed 

distributions as objects are retrieved faster from memory than from hard disk. The statistical 

values median, mean, and the 95-percentile are in almost all cases right from the high point of 

the curve. Considering multiple external services with right-skewed distributions leads to over-

estimations of the response times. 

During the evaluation the response times of external services was reflected with performance 

curves. The values of the performance curves were constant values representing aggregations 

of measurement data. A more accurate approximation of the real response times can be achieved 

using the probability density function derived from the measurements of one operation. The 

probabilities of response times can be derived using the probability density function and can be 

reflected in the QoS Annotation in the PCM instance. 

Danciu et al. (2015) present an approach to track cached variables throughout the method exe-

cution chain. Recurring calls to methods known for caching behavior are modelled with empty 

transitions, whereas the first call models the actual external service call. 

7.3.2 Consideration of Performance Impact of Parameters 

In the approach presented in this thesis all user input is provided with the plugin settings form. 

In particular, no control flow information is gathered with regard to branch probabilities of if-

statements and no information is captured regarding the amount of iterations in loops. The cur-

rent implementation assumes that the probabilities of if-statements are distributed equally 

among the branches and the amount of iterations in loops is one. Execution times of services 

may depend on parameters (Koziolek 2010). Therefore Danciu et al. (2015) propose an ap-

proach to capture parameter information using annotations in the Java code itself. 

7.3.3 Analytical Processing with Layer Queuing Networks 

The PCM framework supports different kinds of solvers. For the implemented approach the 

SimuCom simulation framework (Becker et al. 2009, 13f) is considered. Koziolek/Reussner 

(2008) describe the integration of PCM with layered queuing networks (LQN). LQNs describe 

networks of distributed systems with calls from components among each other in the same 

network (Franks et al. 2009, 148). Research if the LQN approach performs better in the ap-

proach needs to be conducted.  

7.3.4 Increased Granularity for Improved Allocation of Performance Bottlenecks 

The approach supports the developer in identifying performance issues by highlighting the 

method signatures of methods which do not meet expected response time constraints. It is up 

to the developer to identify the concrete performance bottleneck within the method body. As 

methods can become very complex it would be helpful to highlight those parts in the method 

body which highly contribute to the overall response time. The awareness of the developer is 

then guided to the most relevant code sections. Śliwerski et al. (2005) present an approach on 
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how to guide developers’ awareness towards high risky code sections. The visualization solu-

tion can be adapted for this approach. 

7.3.5 Evaluation in Form of a Case Study 

In this approach it is the responsibility of the developer to act upon the feedback in the user 

interface. Westermann (2012, 1527) report that developers refuse to adapt performance aware-

ness approaches when the overhead becomes too high. The authors provide a catalogue of cri-

teria to evaluate whether performance awareness approaches meet developers’ expectations. 

Based on this criteria a questionnaire can be developed and a case study can be conducted under 

real circumstances, e.g. as described in Horký et al. (2015). Developers can solve a given pro-

gramming problem with the non-functional requirement of fulfilling a defined SLA. Afterwards 

they can provide their opinions in the questionnaire. Based on the answers the usefulness of the 

implemented approach can be evaluated. 

7.3.6 Holistic Approach with a Performance Model Management Repository 

In the context of corporate IT environments where different components undergo different life 

cycle phases implemented by different teams (Brunnert et al. 2015, 321) the complexity of 

performance awareness becomes more complex. Suppose component A and component B are 

in the development phase and component B relies on functionalities provided by component A. 

The current approach assumes response times of value zero for every provided service of com-

ponent A. This might mislead the team implementing component B as the approach does not 

consider response times from external components, where no runtime data is available. With 

the concept of the performance model management repository (PMMR) developers of compo-

nent A can provide preliminary response time figures to be consumed by the team developing 

component B. This can be achieved by writing back the simulation results of component A into 

the knowledge database or by providing the whole repository model in the PMMR. 

7.4 Summary 

Ensuring performance requirements throughout the software development life cycle is a chal-

lenging task (Woodside et al. 2007, 171). Performance awareness describes the concept of ob-

serving performance and acting upon the observations (Tůma 2014, 135). As many 

performance issues arise during the implementation phase and fixing them in subsequent qual-

ity assurance processes becomes costly it is desired to raise performance awareness amongst 

developers to mitigate performance issues as early as possible (Danciu et al. 2014, 152). But 

developers only accept approaches with minimal impact on their existing development activi-

ties (Westermann 2012, 1527). Therefore maximal automated approaches are desired to limit 

any manual steps in order to obtain performance information. The SoMoX approach (Becker et 

al. 2010) in combination with PCM (Becker et al. 2009) allows to reverse engineer Java code 

into a performance model instance and enables simulation of response times. The response 

times are compared against the developers’ performance expectations and in case of violations 

the code editor highlights only those areas of the code which violate these requirements. This 

enables the developer to reflect the current implementation and to remedy the issues. The eval-

uation reveals that the approach performs well for cases with low caching rates. Existing limi-

tations and potential enhancements are outlined in the last section. 
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 Development Environment Setup 

 
Figure 30: IDE Eclipse - installed software 

Source: own representation 
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 MoDisco 

Appendix B.1 Missing Method Modifier in MoDisco Output 

 
Figure 31: Missing method modifier in MoDisco output 

Source: own representation 
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Appendix B.2 MoDisco Configuration 

 
Figure 32: MoDisco configuration 

Source: own representation 
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 SoMoX Metrics Configuration 

 
Figure 33: SoMoX metrics configuration to avoid component clustering and component 

composition 

Source: own representation 
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 Experiment Information 

Appendix D.1 Overview of the amount of measurement data 

Operation Name Amount  
javax.persistence.EntityManager.find(Class arg0,Object arg1) 683549 

javax.persistence.Query.setParameter(STRING arg0,Object arg1) 575158 

javax.persistence.EntityManager.createNamedQuery(STRING arg0) 484329 

javax.persistence.Query.getResultList() 484240 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 281224 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 200204 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.getTotalPrice() 132549 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 126424 

orders.session.OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 90373 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) 87527 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 84383 

Iorders.entity.Customer.changeBalance(BigDecimal change) 67667 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.addItem(Item item,INT quantity) 65245 

javax.persistence.EntityManager.remove(Object arg0) 62529 

orders.session.CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 60826 

orders.session.OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 58282 

orders.session.CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) 56165 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.getPrice(Item item) 35258 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.calculatePrice(Item item,INT quantity) 35253 

Iorders.entity.Order.addOrderLine(Item item,INT quantity,BigDecimal totalValue,Calendar 

shipDate,BigDecimal msrp) 

35251 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.clear() 18173 

Iorders.entity.Customer.addInventory(Item item,INT quantity,BigDecimal totalValue) 15773 

orders.session.CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) 14068 

javax.persistence.EntityManager.lock(Object arg0,LockModeType arg1) 14037 

Iorders.entity.Customer.hasSufficientCredit(BigDecimal amount) 14005 

javax.persistence.EntityManager.persist(Object arg0) 12643 

Iorders.entity.Order.setTotal(BigDecimal total) 12592 

Iorders.entity.Order.setDiscount(BigDecimal discount) 12587 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.getTotalDiscount() 12583 

orders.session.OrderSession.newOrder(INT custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

12466 

orders.session.CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

6974 

javax.jms.QueueSender.send(Message arg0) 3497 

Ishoppingcart.entity.ShoppingCart.removeItem(STRING itemID) 2818 

orders.session.LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spec.je

nt.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

1267 

Icommon.util.Utils.close(QueueSender sender, QueueSession session,QueueConnection 

connection) 

1260 

javax.jms.QueueConnection.createQueueSession(BOOL arg0,INT arg1) 1259 

javax.jms.QueueSession.close() 1259 

javax.jms.QueueSession.createSender(Queue arg0) 1259 

javax.jms.QueueConnection.close() 1258 

javax.jms.QueueConnectionFactory.createQueueConnection() 1258 

javax.jms.QueueSender.close() 1258 

orders.session.OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 547 

javax.persistence.Query.getSingleResult() 12 

Icommon.util.Utils.count(EntityManager em,Class cls) 6 

orders.session.OrderSession.getOrderCount(INT custID) 6 

orders.session.CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) 3 
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orders.session.OrderSession.getOrder(INT orderId) 2 

javax.persistence.EntityManager.createQuery(STRING arg0) 1 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.externalUpdateTest() 1 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getOrderCount() 1 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getOrderTotalJDBC(INT id) 1 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.incrementOrderTotal(INT id) 1 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.validateInitialValues(INT txRate) 1 

Table 17: Amount of measurements per method 

Source: own representation 
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Appendix D.2 Availability of measurement and simulation data for each method 

Component Operation Name Measurement 

available? 

Simulation 

available? 
CustomerSession addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) yes yes 

CustomerSession checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) yes yes 

CustomerSession getCustomer(INT userID) yes yes 

CustomerSession getInventories(INT userID) yes yes 

CustomerSession selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) yes yes 

CustomerSession sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) yes yes 

CustomerSession validateCustomer(INT userID) yes yes 

CustomerSession addInventory(INT custId,Item item,INT quantity,BigDecimal totalValue) no yes 

CustomerSession countCustomer() no yes 

CustomerSession getCustomer(INT userID,BOOL mustExist) no yes 

CustomerSession getInventoryItem(INT inventoryID,INT custId) no yes 

ItemBrowserSession browseForward() yes yes 

ItemBrowserSession browseReverse() yes yes 

ItemBrowserSession getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) yes yes 

ItemBrowserSession getBatchSize() no yes 

ItemBrowserSession getCurrentMax() no yes 

ItemBrowserSession getCurrentMin() no yes 

ItemBrowserSession getItemsByCategory(INT category) no yes 

ItemBrowserSession getSublist(List<Item> list, INT start, INT end) no yeso 

ItemBrowserSession getTotalItems() no yes 

ItemBrowserSession setBatchSize(INT arg0) no yes 

LargeOrderSenderSession sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spec.jent.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT 

location) 

yes yes 

OrderAuditSession externalUpdateTest() yes yes 

OrderAuditSession getOrderCount() yes yes 

OrderAuditSession getOrderTotalJDBC(INT id) yes yes 

OrderAuditSession incrementOrderTotal(INT id) yes yes 

OrderAuditSession validateInitialValues(INT txRate) yes yes 

OrderAuditSession getLargeOrderCount() no yes 

OrderAuditSession getPendingLargeOrderCount() no yes 

OrderAuditSession jpaWriteThroughTest() no yes 

OrderAuditSession phantomDeleteReadTest(INT custId) no yes 
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OrderAuditSession phantomDeleteTest(INT arg0) no yes 

OrderAuditSession updateItemPrice(STRING itemID,BigDecimal newItemPrice) no yes 

OrderSession cancelOrder(INT orderID) yes yes 

OrderSession getItem(STRING itemKey) yes yes 

OrderSession getOpenOrders(INT custID) yes yes 

OrderSession getOrder(INT orderid) yes yes 

OrderSession checkCustomerCredit(INT custID,BigDecimal total) no yes 

OrderSession getOrderCount(INT custID) yes yes 

OrderSession newOrder(INT custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL deferred,BOOL rollback) yes yes 

Table 18: Availability of measurement and simulation data for each method 

Source: own representation 
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Appendix D.3 Overview of the amount of simulation data 

Operation Name Amount 
orders.session.CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custId,Item item,INT quantity,BigDecimal 

totalValue) 

901 

orders.session.CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

911 

orders.session.CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) 913 

orders.session.CustomerSession.countCustomer() 890 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) 928 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID,BOOL mustExist) 924 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) 932 

orders.session.CustomerSession.getInventoryItem(INT inventoryID,INT custId) 878 

orders.session.CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) 868 

orders.session.CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 923 

orders.session.CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) 932 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() 994 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() 981 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getBatchSize() 1007 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMax() 994 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMin() 999 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) 990 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getItemsByCategory(INT category) 987 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getSublist(List<Item> list,INT start,INT end) 1022 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.getTotalItems() 1009 

orders.session.ItemBrowserSession.setBatchSize(INT batchSize) 1017 

orders.session.LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spec.je

nt.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

10000 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.externalUpdateTest() 916 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getLargeOrderCount() 876 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getOrderCount() 861 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getOrderTotalJDBC(INT id) 955 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.getPendingLargeOrderCount() 891 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.incrementOrderTotal(INT id) 960 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.jpaWriteThroughTest() 872 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.phantomDeleteReadTest(INT custId) 895 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.phantomDeleteTest(INT custId) 937 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.updateItemPrice(STRING itemID,BigDecimal 

newItemPrice) 

956 

orders.session.OrderAuditSession.validateInitialValues(INT txRate) 881 

orders.session.OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) 1437 

orders.session.OrderSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT custID,BigDecimal total) 1428 

orders.session.OrderSession.getItem(STRING itemKey) 1531 

orders.session.OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT custID) 1396 

orders.session.OrderSession.getOrder(INT orderid) 1421 

orders.session.OrderSession.getOrderCount(INT custID) 1443 

orders.session.OrderSession.newOrder(INT custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT location,BOOL 

deferred,BOOL rollback) 

1344 

Table 19: Overview of the amount of simulation data 

Source: own representation 
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Appendix D.4 Descriptive Statistics of the measurement data 

Operation Name Summary Boxplot 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

Min: 5937 

1st Qu.: 12649.25 

Median: 14597 

Mean: 21070.7153713794 

3rd Qu.: 21640 

Max: 3673409 

 
CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(I

NT userID,BigDecimal limit) 

Min: 9936 

1st Qu.: 16946 

Median: 30627.5 

Mean: 36898.2627239124 

3rd Qu.: 38955.5 

Max: 8290549 

 
CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT 

userID) 

Min: 392 

1st Qu.: 782190.5 

Median: 959689 

Mean: 1240874.87587009 

3rd Qu.: 1484788.5 

Max: 209156961 

 
CustomerSession.getInventories(INT 

userID) 

Min: 323718 

1st Qu.: 653182.75 

Median: 798882.5 

Mean: 1032131.38769955 

3rd Qu.: 1072030.25 

Max: 757507933 
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CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGo

odCredit(BigDecimal limit) 

Min: 13901139 

1st Qu.: 14942827.5 

Median: 15984516 

Mean: 76291039.6666667 

3rd Qu.: 107485990 

Max: 198987464 

 
CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT 

userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) 

Min: 510448 

1st Qu.: 786186 

Median: 913465.5 

Mean: 1136981.91025219 

3rd Qu.: 1114678 

Max: 181190972 

 
CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT 

userID) 

Min: 462884 

1st Qu.: 977125 

Median: 1239840 

Mean: 1738477.70611591 

3rd Qu.: 2208027 

Max: 5087037415 

 
ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() Min: 2662298 

1st Qu.: 3161387 

Median: 3440169 

Mean: 4028121.94727335 

3rd Qu.: 3896609.75 

Max: 744042026 
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ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() Min: 2667330 

1st Qu.: 3160564.5 

Median: 3440365 

Mean: 4019383.34074399 

3rd Qu.: 3889476.5 

Max: 264182409 

 
ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT 

category,List<STRING> items) 

Min: 201469 

1st Qu.: 274839.5 

Median: 397993 

Mean: 1684117.41135878 

3rd Qu.: 3251996 

Max: 203066356 

 
LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersTo

Manufacturing(java.util.List<org.spec.je

nt.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> 

lineItems,INT location) 

Min: 6162585 

1st Qu.: 10093368 

Median: 12348162 

Mean: 14414880.6764009 

3rd Qu.: 14812962.5 

Max: 683030564 

 
OrderAuditSession.externalUpdateTest() Min: 58178549 

1st Qu.: 58178549 

Median: 58178549 

Mean: 58178549 

3rd Qu.: 58178549 

Max: 58178549 
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OrderAuditSession.getOrderCount() Min: 508730869 

1st Qu.: 508730869 

Median: 508730869 

Mean: 508730869 

3rd Qu.: 508730869 

Max: 508730869 

 
OrderAuditSession.getOrderTotalJDBC(

INT id) 

Min: 11920345 

1st Qu.: 11920345 

Median: 11920345 

Mean: 11920345 

3rd Qu.: 11920345 

Max: 11920345 

 
OrderAuditSession.incrementOrderTotal

(INT id) 

Min: 69871461 

1st Qu.: 69871461 

Median: 69871461 

Mean: 69871461 

3rd Qu.: 69871461 

Max: 69871461 

 
OrderAuditSession.validateInitialValues(

INT txRate) 

Min: 3688559205 

1st Qu.: 3688559205 

Median: 3688559205 

Mean: 3688559205 

3rd Qu.: 3688559205 

Max: 3688559205 
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OrderSession.cancelOrder(INT orderID) Min: 1270247 

1st Qu.: 1662081 

Median: 1878307 

Mean: 3194660.64533821 

3rd Qu.: 2336316 

Max: 181855897 

 
OrderSession.getItem(STRING 

itemKey) 

Min: 195026 

1st Qu.: 250514.25 

Median: 283230.5 

Mean: 391371.892642668 

3rd Qu.: 387602.25 

Max: 118965020 

 
OrderSession.getOpenOrders(INT 

custID) 

Min: 216428 

1st Qu.: 261760 

Median: 290916 

Mean: 391096.816206168 

3rd Qu.: 349238 

Max: 157654239 

 
OrderSession.getOrder(INT orderId) Min: 79210 

1st Qu.: 17967079.75 

Median: 35854949.5 

Mean: 35854949.5 

3rd Qu.: 53742819.25 

Max: 71630689 
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OrderSession.getOrderCount(INT 

custID) 

Min: 1805849 

1st Qu.: 1831320.75 

Median: 2040988.5 

Mean: 5439518.66666667 

3rd Qu.: 4262780.25 

Max: 19984477 

 
OrderSession.newOrder(INT 

custID,ShoppingCart cart,INT 

location,BOOL deferred,BOOL rollback) 

Min: 934716 

1st Qu.: 1536844.25 

Median: 1834833.5 

Mean: 3669039.85376223 

3rd Qu.: 3165166.25 

Max: 288927047 

 
Table 20: Descriptive Statistics of all available measured component methods 

Source: own representation 
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Appendix D.5 Descriptive Statistics of the Simulation Data 

Factor: reference = percentile95 

Operation Name Summary 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custId,Item item,INT 

quantity,BigDecimal totalValue) 

Min: 2225000.00 

1st Qu.: 2225000.00 

Median: 2225000.00 

Mean: 2225000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2225000.00 

Max: 2225000.00 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

Min: 2232000.00 

1st Qu.: 2232000.00 

Median: 2232000.00 

Mean: 2232000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2232000.00 

Max: 2232000.00 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) Min: 2299000.00 

1st Qu.: 2299000.00 

Median: 2299000.00 

Mean: 2299000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2299000.00 

Max: 2299000.00 

CustomerSession.countCustomer() Min: 1585000000.00 

1st Qu.: 1585000000.00 

Median: 1585000000.00 

Mean: 1585000000.00 

3rd Qu.: 1585000000.00 

Max: 1585000000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 2221000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2221000.00 

Max: 2221000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID,BOOL mustExist) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 2221000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2221000.00 

Max: 2221000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 2221000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2221000.00 

Max: 2221000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventoryItem(INT inventoryID,INT custId) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 2221000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2221000.00 

Max: 2221000.00 

CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) Min: 9638000.00 

1st Qu.: 9638000.00 

Median: 9638000.00 

Mean: 9638000.00 

3rd Qu.: 9638000.00 

Max: 9638000.00 
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CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) Min: 4560000.00 

1st Qu.: 4560000.00 

Median: 4560000.00 

Mean: 4560000.00 

3rd Qu.: 4560000.00 

Max: 4560000.00 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 2221000.00 

3rd Qu.: 2221000.00 

Max: 2221000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() Min: 7417000.00 

1st Qu.: 7417000.00 

Median: 7417000.00 

Mean: 7417000.00 

3rd Qu.: 7417000.00 

Max: 7417000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() Min: 7417000.00 

1st Qu.: 7417000.00 

Median: 7417000.00 

Mean: 7417000.00 

3rd Qu.: 7417000.00 

Max: 7417000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getBatchSize() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMax() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMin() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) Min: 2221000.00 

1st Qu.: 2221000.00 

Median: 2221000.00 

Mean: 4749000.00 

3rd Qu.: 7417000.00 

Max: 7417000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItemsByCategory(INT category) Min: 7417000.00 

1st Qu.: 7417000.00 

Median: 7417000.00 

Mean: 7417000.00 

3rd Qu.: 7417000.00 

Max: 7417000.00 
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ItemBrowserSession.getSublist(List<Item> list,INT start,INT end) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getTotalItems() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.setBatchSize(INT batchSize) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spe

c.jent.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

Min: 21920000.00 

1st Qu.: 21920000.00 

Median: 21920000.00 

Mean: 21920000.00 

3rd Qu.: 21920000.00 

Max: 21920000.00 

Table 21: Descriptive Statistics of the simulation data (factor: reference=percentile95) 

Source: own representation 
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Factor: reference = mean 

Operation Name Summary 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custId,Item item,INT 

quantity,BigDecimal totalValue) 

Min: 840000.00 

1st Qu.: 840000.00 

Median: 840000.00 

Mean: 840000.00 

3rd Qu.: 840000.00 

Max: 840000.00 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

Min: 844000.00 

1st Qu.: 844000.00 

Median: 844000.00 

Mean: 844000.00 

3rd Qu.: 844000.00 

Max: 844000.00 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) Min: 866000.00 

1st Qu.: 866000.00 

Median: 866000.00 

Mean: 866000.00 

3rd Qu.: 866000.00 

Max: 866000.00 

CustomerSession.countCustomer() Min: 338000000.00 

1st Qu.: 338000000.00 

Median: 338000000.00 

Mean: 338000000.00 

3rd Qu.: 338000000.00 

Max: 338000000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 838000.00 

Mean: 838000.00 

3rd Qu.: 838000.00 

Max: 838000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID,BOOL mustExist) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 838000.00 

Mean: 838000.00 

3rd Qu.: 838000.00 

Max: 838000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 838000.00 

Mean: 838000.00 

3rd Qu.: 838000.00 

Max: 838000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventoryItem(INT inventoryID,INT custId) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 838000.00 

Mean: 838000.00 

3rd Qu.: 838000.00 

Max: 838000.00 

CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) Min: 4176000.00 

1st Qu.: 4176000.00 

Median: 4176000.00 

Mean: 4176000.00 

3rd Qu.: 4176000.00 

Max: 4176000.00 
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CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) Min: 1746000.00 

1st Qu.: 1746000.00 

Median: 1746000.00 

Mean: 1746000.00 

3rd Qu.: 1746000.00 

Max: 1746000.00 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 838000.00 

Mean: 838000.00 

3rd Qu.: 838000.00 

Max: 838000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() Min: 3338000.00 

1st Qu.: 3338000.00 

Median: 3338000.00 

Mean: 3338000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3338000.00 

Max: 3338000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() Min: 3338000.00 

1st Qu.: 3338000.00 

Median: 3338000.00 

Mean: 3338000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3338000.00 

Max: 3338000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getBatchSize() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMax() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMin() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) Min: 838000.00 

1st Qu.: 838000.00 

Median: 3338000.00 

Mean: 2234000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3338000.00 

Max: 3338000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItemsByCategory(INT category) Min: 3338000.00 

1st Qu.: 3338000.00 

Median: 3338000.00 

Mean: 3338000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3338000.00 

Max: 3338000.00 
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ItemBrowserSession.getSublist(List<Item> list,INT start,INT end) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getTotalItems() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.setBatchSize(INT batchSize) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spe

c.jent.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

Min: 12660000.00 

1st Qu.: 12660000.00 

Median: 12660000.00 

Mean: 12660000.00 

3rd Qu.: 12660000.00 

Max: 12660000.00 

Table 22: Descriptive Statistics of the simulation data (factor: reference=mean) 

Source: own representation 
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Factor: reference = median 

Operation Name Summary 
CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custId,Item item,INT 

quantity,BigDecimal totalValue) 

Min: 715000.00 

1st Qu.: 715000.00 

Median: 715000.00 

Mean: 715000.00 

3rd Qu.: 715000.00 

Max: 715000.00 

CustomerSession.addInventory(INT custID,ShoppingCart sc,BigDecimal 

orderCost,BOOL atomicityTest) 

Min: 718000.00 

1st Qu.: 718000.00 

Median: 718000.00 

Mean: 718000.00 

3rd Qu.: 718000.00 

Max: 718000.00 

CustomerSession.checkCustomerCredit(INT userID,BigDecimal limit) Min: 731000.00 

1st Qu.: 731000.00 

Median: 731000.00 

Mean: 731000.00 

3rd Qu.: 731000.00 

Max: 731000.00 

CustomerSession.countCustomer() Min: 31510000.00 

1st Qu.: 31510000.00 

Median: 31510000.00 

Mean: 31510000.00 

3rd Qu.: 31510000.00 

Max: 31510000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

CustomerSession.getCustomer(INT userID,BOOL mustExist) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventories(INT userID) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

CustomerSession.getInventoryItem(INT inventoryID,INT custId) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

CustomerSession.selectCustomerWithGoodCredit(BigDecimal limit) Min: 4014000 

1st Qu.: 4014000 

Median: 4014000 

Mean: 4014000 

3rd Qu.: 4014000 

Max: 4014000 
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CustomerSession.sellInventory(INT userID,INT inventoryID,BOOL rollback) Min: 1462000 

1st Qu.: 1462000 

Median: 1462000 

Mean: 1462000 

3rd Qu.: 1462000 

Max: 1462000 

CustomerSession.validateCustomer(INT userID) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseForward() Min: 3300000.00 

1st Qu.: 3300000.00 

Median: 3300000.00 

Mean: 3300000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3300000.00 

Max: 3300000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.browseReverse() Min: 3300000.00 

1st Qu.: 3300000.00 

Median: 3300000.00 

Mean: 3300000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3300000.00 

Max: 3300000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getBatchSize() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMax() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getCurrentMin() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItems(INT category,List<STRING> items) Min: 714000.00 

1st Qu.: 714000.00 

Median: 714000.00 

Mean: 714000.00 

3rd Qu.: 714000.00 

Max: 714000.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getItemsByCategory(INT category) Min: 3300000.00 

1st Qu.: 3300000.00 

Median: 3300000.00 

Mean: 3300000.00 

3rd Qu.: 3300000.00 

Max: 3300000.00 
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ItemBrowserSession.getSublist(List<Item> list,INT start,INT end) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.getTotalItems() Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

ItemBrowserSession.setBatchSize(INT batchSize) Min: 0.00 

1st Qu.: 0.00 

Median: 0.00 

Mean: 0.00 

3rd Qu.: 0.00 

Max: 0.00 

LargeOrderSenderSession.sendOrdersToManufacturing(java.util.List<org.spe

c.jent.ejb.orders.entity.OrderLine> lineItems,INT location) 

Min: 11130000.00 

1st Qu.: 11130000.00 

Median: 11130000.00 

Mean: 11130000.00 

3rd Qu.: 11130000.00 

Max: 11130000.00 

Table 23: Descriptive Statistics of the simulation data (factor: reference=median) 

Source: own representation 


